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: DIOCESAN ORGANIZA IONe 
A few months before Montgomery arrived, Dean Dundas wrotes 
"We greatly need to be freed from some half dozen of 
the Incumbents~ & to have them replaced by men of 
education & energy9 As it is we are getting very 
weak in men, and have hardly had a single addition 
of late years who is worth anything ~ while we have 
lost more than oneeee The general status of the 
clergy has been lowered by ordination of some 
who wd .. (:ln my opinion) have been better as Lay 
Readersa~ .. l 
Montgomery himself believed that a Bishop 9s most di:fficul t task 
2 
was the choice of suitable clergy.. Priests who made personal 
application work in Tasmania~ or who replied to press 
only after Montgomery had obtained assurances of their ~~rth 
from those in authority.. He refused to accept clergy ·who did 
or later hi. shops<~> Two were di$mhsed within two months of his 
Haleslll as Administrator, had saved him trouble by dismissing 
two before he a:t·rived., Montgomery was in general successful 
in his chaise of clergy; hfi claimed!l with reason, to have had 
the best clerical staff in Tasmanian hi story<& 3 But occaslondly 
----------------------------1~ S .. P .. G<~, MiseellaneotHl letters~ 4 Feb~ 1889, Cel ... Dundas/W .. F .. Kemp .. 
2.. ~.~ August 1901, p .. 12lo 
he made exceptions to his st:l'ict r'l.lle, and accepted a doubtful 
clergyman; and, a.s he warned hh fellow bishops, '~once in, 
expetience is that to give another chance hardly ever succeeds'~ .. 
5 19We are a Church of gent.letl'll~n'', Montgomery wrote, and 
he looked for tilergy who fulfilled this condi t:ion.. He abo 
breadth of view; he refused to employ ext:t·eme low or high 
I used to sa~y to all clergy ... u&Jl: will 
support you so long as you don persecute others.. If you 
persecute othe1·s, I shall be an enemy~' 6 This system of 
chc>sing moderate clergy was very succes:sful~ 
7 
'ttAll th4~ clE>.:rgy are your children'0 j) Montgomery told 
later Bishops, and he consistently lived up to this pr:i.rllciple~ 
made good :stipend deficiencies in country parishes at severe 
cost his own resoUl'Ces.. In matters of discipline, he would 
reprlLmand a p:r:lest strongly in private~ ~You canQt be~ honest, 
if you have a loving heartt1,. 8 When disciplinary acticm waSJ 
5e Bishop Letter Book, p .. 353 .. 
6.. H .. H<~>Montgomery, op.. ei t~ p® 14. 
7.. ~' p .. 2 
pJl3 
London, 1905 ) 
p .. 3,. 
9 
taken:~~ it was only w1 th tho fullest approval!. of hi$ ad:visers: 
there was nothing dictatorial about it, although some di~placed 
parsons alleged this~ 
Only three of these survived in 
1889, W~ W* Fe Murray at New Norfolk, Canon Banks Smith ~t 
St .. George's, Hobart, and Archdeacon Hales; of these, the Bishop 
Murray finally retired with a Government Pension on 1 January 1894, 
11 to Montgomery's :relief. Banks Smith~ after being involved in 
a bitter dispute with his curate, H~ c .. Wisdom, was requested 
privately by the Bishop to resign ~for the general good~ in 
August 1901912 while this was being arranged, Smiti1 die9 in 
April 1902.. The third Imper:i.al Chaplain, Francis Hales, 
anticipated Banks Smith~s death by almost mo years.. Hales was 
the most effective of the three, although Montgome~y wished to 
13 taka the offi~e of Ar~hdeaeon away from him in 1896 .. 
10 .. 
u .. 
12 .. 
1894 Congress, P• 197. 
Bishop's Secretary Letter File, D, 28. Nov. 1~2, Bishop 
Montgomery/ Adye Douglas8 
Bishop W. R. Barrett 0s Collection of Montgomery MSS, 42 
and Chief Secretaryas Of:fice/H/1710 .. 
Bishop's Letter Book, P0 469, 14 August 1901$ Bishop montgomery/ 
Banks Smith. 
See Bishop W®R .. Barrett's Colle~tion of Montgomery MSS.48 
0 
Incompetent clergy who were incumbents of a pa:ri,sh 
could not be dismissed by the Bishop without doctrinal or 
moral reasons.. Clergy inducted to a parish could not be 
moved without their consent.. Ecclesiastical Courts existed 
for the removal of the immoral, alcoholic, or heretical, but 
Montgomery preferred to dismiss them directly, acting on 
advice, thtH> avoiding publicity., He removed several of these, 
both on arrival and later, but in many parishes hGl had to 
suffer the incompetencies of aged clergy without any ab~lity 
to remedy this~ Lack of an adequate pension sche~e prevented 
his using pressUJre to oust aged clergy; in most eases they 
remained in the parish till death, or an incapacitating illness .. 
Most of these incompetent clergy were in Tasmania before 
Montgomery arrived$ 
The Bishop did all in his power 'to make his cl~rgy 
more effective<!) ~hyx:Sib ... !'ii.1/if.i.Printed many articles to encourage 
clerical efficiency, and Montgomery would sometimes send 
strc:mgly..,worded letters to his less competent clergy, asking for 
h of thE;ir work9 and urging more effort on their part., 
Clerical Societies operated in both Hobart and Launceston, 
wi t.h regular meetings"' and country clergy were encouraged to 
meet after the establishment of Rural Deaneries in 1895<1) 
At these gatheri,ngs, both theological and practie.al questions 
were debated... The Bishop 6 s especial weapon against ine;tia 
was hh system of Quiet Days for his clergy.. To Montgo~tery:~~ 
ti1is was one of his most important tasks, and he warned later 
Bishops against their being taken lightly·.. 11Build up the 
reputation for them as being intense&oe I took months thought 
over them11 .. 14 He stressed that all the clergy:~~ especially the 
more solitary ones~ should attend"' By April 1900, he had hEr!ld 
23 Quiet Days in the south, and 22 in the north ... 15 Montgo~tery 
abo conducted Quitrt. Days for the wives of clergy, and occasion~ 
ally for Hobart Church workers"' Attendance at the Q!Jiet Days 
Two funds were in existence in 1 to provide for aged 
clergy~ and "their families on their decease.. These were the 
Clerks@ SUper•nnuation Fund, and the Clergy Widows 9 and Orphans 0 
Fund~ and both were virtually ineffectuaL. The first 
funds was considerable importance to the Bishop, who, in his 
1891 Synod address~ stressed the need for an efficient pension 
scheme which would enable him to retir<.:l some of his and 
physically incapable clerg+~ However, all attempts to form an 
14® He H~ Montgomery, p®5 
15.. !April 1900 9 p" 
the 1896 General 
other Dioceses.. By 1902~ 26 Tasmanian ele:t•gy had availed them"' 
11 
selves of this new scheme, which had benefits no single 
Diocese could providee 
weak condi ti"'n in 1 An attempt to join the Sydney Fund 
18 in 1892 was rebuffed by S~ney, but an improved local fund 
If the funds available to help clergy in old age or 
dut>ing their active minlstry.. The economic history of the 
The main cause of Tasmania ~s financial di·rficttl'tles 
was that Ch1Jtch members were parslmoniou~h Those wilUng to 
help were tied down by parochial inte1·ests; the diocesan 
l'10 ~h-1'1~}:1§~ March 1902~ p .. 39 
l80 1893 Year Book, pG60 
feeling was small, with resultant impoverishment of the 
General Church Fund, the major fund to pay for Diocesan 
administration and the stipends of country clergy. The 
General Church Fund relied both on bi-annual c:hul·ch 
collec"tions~ and on private subscribers; the former 
declined from £1,341.9.0 in 1889 to £302.18.0 in 1897* 19 
and the latter from 237 in 1891 to under 80 in 1901. 20 
Added to thi s:l> the depression which colli.l'lhii!Hlced in 1891 meant 
a loss to the church of interest on the total invested 
capital of £1,500 per annum. 21 
To cure the financial difficulties of the Diocese 
which had a deficit balance in seven of Montgomeryvs 12 
years of office, several special efforts were made by tna 
Diocesan authorities+ Local appeals were generally success~ 
ful, as the excep-tional growth in building shows, butthese 
often left a legacy of debt upon the parish, thereby worsening 
the chronic stipend deficiencies~ Few country parishes paid 
their rector the alleged minimum of £250 per annum. 22 To 
make up the full stlpend was the task of the G$ c.. F. 
19. 1890 and 1898 Year Book. 
20. ~ill February 1891" p .. 407, and June 1901, p._ 90 
21.. ~' March 190211 p .. 41 
22. See 1896 Year Book~ p.. 76 
4 
The 1895 Synod approved the formation of parochial auxiliaries 
for the G .. c .. F .. , but those had little effect,. No more 
1897 Jubilee Fund to celebrate Queen Victoria 0 $ jubilee sed 
£750 instead of the £4,000 expected; ·th:i.s was partly due to 
the most 
original scheme came with the establishment :tfll 1898 of the 
Children ts Home Mission Fund, with Mrs Montgomery as General 
Secretary., A ladies branch was formed in 1899.. Both Funds 
raised £181,.5 .. 2 in 1899, but the initial enthusiasm soon 
waned, in spite of Mrs Montgomery's visits to eoV~ntry parishes .. 
The final major effort was made in 1899, whan Synod approved a 
seribers, but the result of both his efforts and those of 
Mrs Montgomery was that total subscriptlons and collections 
for the Go c .. F& in the years 1898 to 1901 were £932elle5~ 1 
£1,003~9,..6:11 £833 .. 11 .. 3" and £802.,.16Q 10 respectively .. 
Montgomery gave between one-third and one..,quarter o:f 
his salary to the Chu:t•e:b.. At the 1899 Synod, when his £200 
23 .. ~~' 21 May 1897,. p .. 6 .. 
24.. Diocesan Council Minute Book~ 1897 ... 1908, p .. 68, 30 Janua.:ry 1900 .. 
25.. 1899~1902 Year Book@ 
per annum pemdon was discussed!!> he stated that "nothing will evet• 
:i.nduce me to accept a pensiont•,. 26 The Society for Propagation 
Christian Knowledge abo helped, giving over £l,a33 to church 
bhildings in this pe:d.od.., 
In the general Diocesan sphere, Montgomery and his leading 
advisors managed to overhaul nearly all facets of' Chm'ch organiz-
ation and endeavouro He attempted in the years 1890 to 1893 to 
organize lay help to aid the work of the clergy, but the initial 
impetus of this movement soon expiredo However, a Lay~eaders§ 
Ubrary had been formed~ and a better system of licenses devised .. 
Churchwardens' Regulations were abo revised~ and Parish Councils 
begun in 1898, wi 1;h the radical feature of female franchise and 
The Councils did not prove effective.. Synod 
procedure was elaborated and re .. organized~ both in the interests 
of better legislative decisions, and of making it more of a 
social gathel':i,ng and publicity highlight f'o:r the Church .. 
Montgomery reaUzed the value of publicid.ng Church work, and 
supported all church publications.. Hov,ever, he did not control 
tl'u~ editors, or attempt to prescribe th«~ir views, The Diocesan 
paper was ~~' for which Montgomery wrote many articles 
not only on missions or local church work, but also detailed 
Mic:t•<,film. 
accounts of his trips to the more Ul1usual areas of the Diocese, 
such as the West Coast and Bass Strait& The paper h•~d consider ... 
able difficulties with finiulce and circulation;: a:ttempts were 
m<~:lde to popularize it, with li ttl a immediate effect.. It was 
amongst the best church papers in .1\.ustralia; the Primate 
singled it out specifically at the 1896 General Synod, and 
attempted to refa.:!'te its arguments on proposed legislation* 
was .scrupulous! y impartial between High and Low Church, 
though extreme Evangelicals in the years 1899 to 1901 strongly 
attacked its alleged doctrinal bias .. 
In 1895~ the St Johnws Launceston parish magazine 
expanded in·to the ~~' a penny monthly dealing 
especially with local news~~~ With a circulation of 2,000 in. 
its fir$t year, it threatened ~m, which wished to 
amalgamate the two papers. When the finally 
agreed to this in November 1902, Ql1l~~U' s·tanda:rd declined .. 
Besides these two main papers, there were several 
parish magazines!! most with a high mort,ali ty rate~~~ The Year 
Book of the Diocese was expanded considerably.. To promulgate 
these papers, and books of interest to churchmen, a Diocesan 
Book. Depot had opened in 1889~ and this firmly established 
~~' November 1896~ p .. 555 
29 &b~J~!\'!~b Committee of Managemerrt~ Mimrtes Book, 25 July 1900, 
37 
1 tself during the 1890 8s.. There were~ however, some disputes 
30 
over the High Church leanings of some of the books sold, 
which even led one Evangelical to move at the 1901 Synod that 
it be disbanded .. He withdrew his motion .. 31 
In the central organization of the Diocese, three 
important structural changes were introduced in this period@ 
The post of Diocesan Secretary began early in 1889, w~th Robert 
Shirley Hales~ son of the !rchdeacon, filling the position.. He 
amalgamated ten posts formerly held by various peoplee His 
sal.ary, £500 per annum, was double the official clerical stipend,. 
and caused conGiderable dispute; after his death, it was reduced 
to £350 per annum.. The centralization of work at the Diocesan 
Office not only made administration more efficient, but also 
32 recuced expenses... Shirley Hales was replaced, after his 
death on 5 October 1896, by George H. Bailey, ~10 carried on 
In 1895, rasmarda wds divided into ten Rural Deaneries; 
and it had the desired effect of creating through its Ruridecanal 
Meetings more interest in the practical work of the church. 
30. ~~~ May 1900~ pp.l3ool4o 
31. ~' February 1901, ps 126. 
32. Diocesan Letter Book 1890 - 1892, pp.386~387, February 1891, 
Robert Shirley Hales's memo. 
7: ) . 
However, enthusiasm waned after a few years, and the failure 
of Rural Deaneries in the financial sphere was blatent .. 
The innovation which Monrtgomery most valued, which 
was carried largely through his own endeavours;!) was the intro-
duction of the One Archdeacon Scheme.. He knew his limitations~ 
and the way to solve them.. ~~~ have always felt that though I 
have had to hold many impor·tant pod tions1) I never possessed 
the qualities necessary for them~' .. 33 ~~A man who comes to my 
time of life does not need to be told his own limitations~ I 
know them well .. Also I think any one in my position if he is 
worth his salt will do his very best to get round him men who 
can bes·t make up those limi tations'0 .. 34 Montgomery was a 
leader, inspiring enthusiasm and devotion in hisfollowers~ to 
utilize the talents of the best of these,F. Ta Whitington, he 
wished to make him a roving Archdeacon wi~1out the burden of 
a parish.. The creation of an !Assistant Bishop was neither 
necessary nor desirable; Montgomery's policy was to del 
power~ not share it, and an Archdeacon free to Cqrry out any 
order was his ideal .. this~ as in other cases of administrative 
re ... organh:ation~ his mUi tary heritage was evident .. 
33., Bishop's Letter Book, p .. 360, 1 October 1900~ Bishop Montgomery/ 
Ao R. A~ Beresford$ 
34., Bishop ~s Letter Book~ p .. 347, 19 September 1900, Bishop Montgomery/ 
Fe T@ Whitington. 
Until Francis Hales@ death, the:t~e was one Archdeacon 
in Hobart and another in Launceston, each w:i.t.h a Par:bsh, but 
expected to visit parishes in his Archdeaconry when necessary\~> 
Wi t.h the age and fragility of Hales~ and the ill-health of 
A, N., Mason~ lArchdeaconal vid tation was rare.. But Whi tington 
was different 3 when Dundas brought him to Tasmania, he remarked 
to P1•ebendary Tucker of s .. p., G .. that •whe would make a first-
A man of great vitality and humour~ he was 
at once a valued assistant and friend to the Bishop.. He replaced 
and Montgomery immediately planned to remove Hales, and establish 
Whitington as sole ~chdeacon for Tasmania .. 
Hales, in spite of growi.ng bodily dei>Uity, had no 
inclination to retire, and if churchmen had reali ·that the 
Blshop wished to remove him, there would have been strong 
opposition~ especiall}' from the Evangelicals, for Hales was their 
patr:i.arch.. The 1892 Synod had replat~ed Hale·s by Dean Dundas as 
Administrator36 which led to protests in the Launceston papers, 
and a peti t.ion to the Bishop from several etangelic:als that Synod 8 s 
action was invalid :this was rejectee. 37 
35., s .. (p~<j" OI·Jg~pa~ te~}1e;s R,eceiyed, .V:?lr.· ~or.)\f~l~a and Austral JoC1_;d 17 uupL.lu)),C.J;.[Junc3a.::].J,N.Juckc 4 
The A ministrator controlled th(~ Diocese in the absence of 
the Bishop~ and during a vacancy of the seee 
Council of Advice Minutes Book, 7 June 1892 and 10 June 1892, 
!10 
At the 1895 Synod, Whitington was made Admini$trator 
as Dundas was in England; this brought renewed charges that 
Hal~ls was being depoied., 38 The ccmtinued respect for Hali!Js 
meant that the intention of removing him was never made public .. 
In November 1894, Dean Dundas suggested privately, that 
Whitington be made Assistant Bishop, th~;As avoiding trouble with 
Hales., 39 The follow:lng month, the Bhhop gave out a private 
memorandum to the Diocesan Counc:U with his suggestions for a 
One ... Archdeacon scheme.. Hi.s proposal was to liberate the 
Archdeacon from the burdens of a parish, thereby allowing him 
to vie.i.t every parhh annually to inspect the state of its lands~ 
buildings$ and finance... He was only to hold office for a term 
of years, the post being removed on physical decline or if the 
job ceased to hold any real interest for him. Montgomery wished 
it to be studied "from an abstract point of view'~® 40 
In the March 1895 ~' Montgomery announced that 
he wished this principle affirmed by Synod, and gave details of 
the plan... He speciHcally stated this did not refle·ct on either 
41 Mason or Hales. But in the same month, he was rece:i.v:i.ng 
letters from fellow Bishops answering his appeal for advice on 
38. ~~N~J!i'h May 1895, P• 212 
39. Bishop W@ R. Barrett"s Collection of Montgomery MSS. 38, 
20 November 1894, C .. L .. Dundas/Bishop Montgomery. 
40.. Wh5. tington MSS, Decembe:r 1894, Bishop •s memo for Diocesan Council 
41. ~urch ~' March 1&'95, p .. 236. 
41 . 
indeUni te,.. and the Bishop was uncertain of his powers of 
dismissal<~> Montgomery was planning to leave Hales the title 
42 
of '0Archdeacon'', but remove his jur:lsdic:Hon(O Synod 
approved the p:rinclple of a single Archdeacon with no parochial 
43 duties:~ in spite of Hales' opposi ti(:ll:1e 
Rumour was :rife that a radical change was planned; the 
~~~W~~~~~ reported th1~t it was planned to establish 
a Co ... acljuto:r Bishop~4 But the Bishop did not fo:reeably :retire 
Hales, and the two Archdeacon system lasted until his demise* 
However~ illl'hi tington was used more widely, and af'ter 1899, travelled 
Hales was feeling his age by this date~ and was willing that 
45 Whi tington should do his work for hi.m .. 
On 10 July 1900, Frand.s Hales died,. lmmedi.ately, tlH~ 
Bishop prepared make Whitington sole Axchdeacon., Such an 
innovation brought with it many problems, of wh:ich Whi tington 
Wa$ well aware.. He told Montgomery on 27 July that * 
42 .. 
43,. 
44 .. 
45 .. 
'qwhen in your first letter you m·ote the one ... 
Archdeacon as possible, & added "You must take it, 
I think, 61 my first impube WM to :remind lordship 
that months ago I had w:ri tten you that .. u wanted 
Bishop w. R .. Barrett's Collection of Montgomery MSS 48,. 
May 1895, p., 271 
2h Ap:ri.l, 1895, p.,l 
FMqr5 examQle~ Bishop W~R .. Ba:rrett'Js Collection of Montgomery S 46, 23 uctober 1899, F&Hales Bishop Montgomery$ 
you to know I felt I cocL not exchange the 
.rura:~.of a rector~s positiorn for one 
viA: wd., depend on several variable drct~m­
stances.. And of C<'»Ul' se now there is th!ill 
additional fact that we know many of the 
clergy & laity think I ought to go to 
Holy Trinity I .. mcestono But I have always 
felt it my duty to try & be loyal to my 
Bpvs policy - if at all possible.~ 
He was prepared to st.ay in Hobart or go to Lau.mceston at the 
financing of the plan.. There was one point on which Whi tington 
it be 
impossible for me to accept the po~rt if any of ·the inco!The were 
However~ he was still undecided in September 
whether he should accept the position; Montgomery therefore wrote, 
giving his reasons fo:r.· the creation of the post .. know no one 
in Australia whose gifts I val~e more highly than I do yours • 
gifh which in great part I lack.. X would do anything to utilize 
those gifts to the utmost $0<'1 is not only your peculiar gift:i!> 
41 
which I vahne but you'!' remarkable and constant loyalty to me" .. 
Whltington accepted 
The main problem was to finance the schemaa Every 
meeting of the Diocesan Council was concerned with this question, 
48 
46., Bishop We R$ Barrettws Collection of Montgomery MSS. 
27 July 1900, F®T .. Whitington/Bishop Montgomery@ 
47.. Bishop 0s Letter Book~ pp .. 347-3489 19 September 1900~ Bhhop 
Montgomery/FGTGWhitington., 
486 Diocesan Council Minute Book9 September-November 
bodies a free hand in deciding the financing of hi$ proposed 
scheme& Whi tington calculated that £375 from the Diocese 
and from New Town was the smallest amount he could accept&49 
The final arrangement was that the Bishop gave £100, the 
were doubled~ giving £80, 
the former grant of £50 to both Archdeacon$ went to Whitington, 
and the £115 :remaining was to come from the extra subscr:i.ptions 
50 
and donations expected for the G. C~ 
sole Q.\rchdeacone ¥aFew steps could well be taken more dangerous 
in the highestihterests of the Church of England'~<~~ 52 The plan 
was regarded as a plot between the Bi.shop and Wh:t tington to 
subvert the Protestant and Reformed Church of England.. .And not 
,ublished a leading article in November opposing ito The 
wanted three Archdeacons~ not one~ it alleged that the old 
machinery had failed only because Hales should have been replaced 
----------------------------49~ Bishop WoR.Barrett 0s Collection of Montgomery MSS 48~ 2 November 
1900 A,R .. A .. Beresford/Bishop Montgomery., 
50.. 1901 Year Book, pp@3la32~ 
51, April 1901, p,lO 
October, 1900j p .. 156 
t 1. 53 en years ea:r· :~.er .. However, the plan was accepted by the 
1901 Synod with much less opposition than forecaste One 
reason was~ as Beresford, later bU:'chdeacon himself, wrote~ 
there were· no sui table men to be archdeacons .. 54 There was 
that Whi tington might leave Tasmania if his talents were not 
sufficiently utilized@ 
The Bishop walii> delighted to have Whi tington in his 
nevw post: he wrote in March 1901 that tothe comfort of having 
you free to face these situations is unspeakable ~ 1 don§t 
55 know myself'9., In both his sermon after his resignation 
was announced!1 and his last Synod Address, he spoke of the 
lightening of his but·den by the scheme, and urged its 
57 
retention.. The Evangelicals did not agree~ and WbJ.tington 
himself told the 1902 Synod that being Archdeacon placed 
eons:i.derable strain upon him., Financially~ the scheme did 
not fulUl expectations~ and it was disbanded in 1905 .. 
November 1900, p .. l.76, 
54.. Bishop W., R. Barrett 1 s Collection of Montgomery MSS 48, 
2 November, 1900~ A,. R .. A .. Beresford/Bishop Montgomer~ 
55., Bishop 0s Letter Book pe418, 14 March 1901, Bishop Montgomery/ 
F. T .. Whi tington .. 
56., August 1901, p.l2l,and November 190l,p0169 
57.. ..October 1901~ p .. f51 
1902 Year Book, p.. ~ 25. 
4 
One of the major problems in Dioct'~san organization 
promise fuller representation 
on the Cathedral Chapter0 There had even been suggestions 
60 that there should be a bhhop for Northern Tasmania, and 
requests for Synod to be held in Launceston were common. 
attempts were made to draw the north more closely into 
the Diocesan machinery~ After 1891, Montgomery spent one month 
added to the Di.ocesan Council in 1893j) but th.h was 1.u~successful, 
was begun when the 1901 Synod approved the establishment of a 
to 
Board of Advice for the North.. This was/inform the Diocesan 
Council of the opinion on admini.strative questions of Rural 
Deanerles outside the Archdeaco.l'lry Hobart. And to placate 
Northern requests for Synod to 
1891.. Those~ held almost every year, were increadngl y successful, 
with mainland as well as local speake:rse 
59. Bishop W@ R@ Barrettes Collection of Montgomery MSS 48, 
Bishop tis 1900 Circular re ~~one Archdeaconry~t. 
For example, ~' June 1890, p.214 .. 
4 
The ~l)ttl''l} M~i§eOg~.in August 1896 charged that the 
Diocesan organization was feeble and timid.61 Canon Kelly, 
Editor of the M~~;t, was even more outspoken in private., 
When writing to Shirley Hales in July 1896~ he complained: 
!&We are so beastly indifferent ., .. " to our own 
internal affairs in the Dioceses I confess I 
am sometimes discouraged to last degree in this 
way.,.,. I am perfedtly sure we allow things to 
slide in a listless way that would wreck any 
ordinary institution., ... I wish to goodness we 
could go round in a strong body half a dozen at 
a time, & rampage here & there & wake up our 
good people ..... However, I despair of eve~y getting 
out of the jog trotn.. 62 
and usually at the instigation of Montgomery and ·Whitington, 
got out of its jog-trot, but after having established its new 
organ or revitalized an old one, soon sank back into lethargyo 
All organizations intended to help the work of the Diocese 
lost thei.r impetus within a year or two of birth., The root 
indifference and apathy of the vast majority of the Church of 
England, including many of the clergy and laity most involved 
in Diocesan organization~ 
11!111: :1191'5 l" li 8 11!~1!11: 
-
61., ~hYJ:£iUe.u.ctOgi;t 9 !August 1896, p.l5. 
62., Diocesan Council Letter Film XX, K., July 1896~ Kelly/Robert 
Shirley Hales., 
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7 
Montgomery regarded the paramount duty of the Church 
to be the religious education of the young. 1 He devoted 
considerable effort to promote religious teach:i.ng, not only in 
the few A:ngHcan schools, but ah;o in thE~ State system of 
primary education. 
Attitudes to State education va:x::i.ed amongst churchmen. 
ThE~re was a fear of entirely secular education, Victoria being 
frequently quoted to prove the demoralizing effect such a 
system. One such account showed statistically the increase of 
Victorian crime~ the lowest figure was 39 .. 78 ~~' while 
In fact, as Chur£h.J':Im later admitted, c:l'ime had deci·eased in 
V• t . 3 lC Ol'la., However, Tasmanian education permitted religious 
teaching in State schools, and the Church generally favoured 
this system~ though sometimes critical of i b efficiency. 4 
Montgomex·y regarded the Tasmanian system as the most 
practicable one, only once seeking an alternative. At the 1897 
Synod he postulated importing the Irish system~ whereby the 
State subsidized and inspected the schools all religious 
1. 1894 Congress, ps 16. 
2® Church News, June 1894, p@ 99. 
~;t:tWid#l l$A 
76 
denominations.. If the goverrwent app:roved~ he would ask fox• 
Anglican schools in every Tasmanian township" and '~make the 
establishment of our own schools everywhere .. uthe work of the 
next ten years of my lifelli$ 5 However, this mood soon passed, 
and at the 1899 Synod he doubted '11whether the very best 
interests of Ireland have ga:i.ned under a system which educates 
children in separate blocks divided by religious differences 10 , 
thus preventing national unity .. The opportunity to teach 
religion in Tasmanian schools wa's the '0great boon which 
reconciles us to our national system of education"06 
The only important manifestation of the Churchws 
distrust of secular education came in 1900, when free State 
education faddists"~ regarding them as either secularists 
planning to kill Church schools~ or opportunist poli tidans 
angling for votes from dole-seekers.. Church schools could 
now :l:,:x.•refutabl y claim state aid to counter the lure of free 
7 
and basically secular education.. Montgomery wrote the 
education did not concern the Church, and favcruring compulsory 
State education~ 8 
5 .. 1897 Year Book, Pe 7. 
6<9 1899 Year Book, p .. 6 .. 
7 .. ~~ September 1900~ p .. 135. 
s .. ~\!I.sb-f:! ElWft~ October, 1900? p .. 158 .. 
Religlon should be taught even if the children 
the current system whereby the teacher gave a lesson on 
Sacred History in the first half ... hour of the day, and a pr:lest 
could take the ch::i.ldren of his persuasion for a half hour at 
the beginning or end of the school timetable .. Montgomery 
desired the fullest use of these facilities, by all the cle:r·gy, 
particularly as the Bible history given by teachers was often 
10 inadequate.., 
Although~ .. continually publicized the 
need for religious education, little was done in country areas. 
The Church only gave regular instruction in fifty-five schools, 
in 1895., 11 The principal reason for this was the inabU:i ty of 
country clergy to visit all schools in their areas. To solve 
this problem Archdeacon Hales suggested to the 1895 Synod that 
a teaching Sisterhood be formed of ladies licensed by the Bishop .. 
Motgomery spoke in favoux· of ·this in his Synod address, 1i&nd the 
motion was pa.ssed unanimously., The Bishop!~ wlth thf~ two 
held in Launc,~ston during July, with Montgomery attending, to 
9& ~,.~N.~!i~ June 1898, p .. 869., 
10., 1&l:1Jl~£lh,.~~ June 1894, p .. 98 
11., 1896 Year Book, po 50. 
12 .. 1895 Year Book~ P~> 5 .. 
organize the Soclety, and Montgomery :received the co-operation 
and suppor-t of Braclclon, Mini.ster for Education, in introducing 
the scheme, 13 but nc~thi.ng further was ever heard of it .. 
On 24 June 1894, the Education Department ruled that 
attendance at a religious educatlon class was limited to children 
registered as belonging to that denominatlon.. This soon caused a 
pro·test from Whi tington~ as the new :t•egulation had c1..rt clown 
14 
attendance at Anglican classes in Hobart J>y as much as two=thircls .. 
However, in March 1895, a new regulatlon allowed non ... b\ngl:lcans 
to attend ~ngliean classes if they had the approval of parents 
or guardians: Montgomery thanked the departmEmt for this 
15 
relaza.tion of regulatiorw. 
Another regulation the Bishop disliked ruled that clergy 
could not teach in country schools which lacked a classroom for 
non-Anglicans dur:tng religious instruc·tion, At the 1896 Synod? 
the Rev .. John Oberlin-Harris proposed that instructi<m be given 
in sttch schools to all children whose parents did not object* 
This was opposed by lfllhi. tington and Thomas Stephens, Director of 
Education till 3894,and the motion was withdrawn. 16 However 
in April 1898~ Montgomery circulated a private memorandum 
l3e Ed. Dept. LeBe, 110/337~ pD 517, 6 July 1895~ E.Braddon/Bp. 
14.. .~!un;sl:tll~, November 1894, p .. 181 .. 
15e 1895 Year Book9 pD 11& 
16., Mit~~ 18 1A.pril 1896jl Supplement p .. 1& 
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informing his clergy that the Directol' was ""most anxious'0 
to help the Church over tMs problem, though "he does not 
want to publish these facilities"~ If no Catholic children 
attended tht:1 school~ the Director saw no difficulty in teach.., 
ing all the chUdren, but H Catholics were present, "he 
~2.~~ the Teacher takl.ng these into his privata room, if 
he will, and leaving the Schoolroom to the Clergyman'&,. I:f 
non""Con:formi children were present, '0tha ~~~Jil',; con$en:t 
is all the Director looks to 1~ .. 17 
The New Norfolk Ru1·al Deanery, under Oberlin-Harris' 
inspiration, was still not sfied:J but the Department 
refused to amend its regulatiol"a$., Then, in June 1899, Oberlin-
Harri~ suggested that the clergyman could teach all children 
whose parents wished them to attend; they were to be taken into 
a room in the teacher 91!ii private residence.. Th:l.s arrangement 
was conditional on ·the teacher's being t&per:fectly willing"., 18 
The Department at oo.c*3 agreed, and issued a clrcul•lhr affirming 
th~ . . 1 19 J.s pr1nc1p e .. 
Even with these concessions:~~ thi~ Ghurch st:i.ll di.d not 
use its oppmrtuni tles fully.. In 1899, the number of visits by 
17., D~ L .. Be 1895-1899, p .. 723, 25 April 1898, Bp"s memo .. 
18.. Ed@ Dept .. L .. Bo 110/351, p .. 631, 5 June 1899, J .. Rule/J .. Oberlin~ 
Harris~~ 
19e Ed@ Dept~ I.. .. B .. 110/351 ~ p .. 687. 
clergy for instruction was only 2,189; wi-th probably 1,500 
of these being in Hobart and Launceston, there were only 
100 vis:!. ts amongst almost 300 country schools., 20 The main 
reason for the latter was that in countt'y parishes, a priest 
might have up to thirteen widely scattered schools, which he 
could only visit at :restr:lcted times., 
One large group of chlldrenl!l those attE~nding the 
multitudinous private schools, received little religious 
education~~ In Launceston~ this problem was solved by holding 
a Special Class for Children every Friday from 4~15 to 5 
o'clock~~ The Ql~~~ reported that thh had '~most 
happy resultsMo 21 
Some churchmen favoured a positive campaign to 
increase church schools in Tasmanla, and not rely on the 
State systemti There were several small Anglican primary 
schools scattered around Tasmania in 1890, but the only 
major Church schools were the Hutchins School in Hobar·t, and 
the I..aunceston Church Granmtar School; both gave secondary 
education. ~~~~q persistently advocated mora Anglican 
schools, longing for the day when State-aided Chutqch Schools 
Headmaster of Hutchins, even wan·ted Church Industrial and 
Orphan Schools~ However~ the only major school 
established under Montgomery was Collegiate, the first 
school for girb.. Evangelical!'& regarded church schools as 
impracticable,24 and Archdeacon Hales, who supported Mont~ 
gomery 0s approval of sta·te educationll noted in 1889 that 
there was no specific Anglican teaching in the two Tasmanian 
to admit t.ha t 
attempts to increase their Anglican nature during the 1890s 
had resulted in financial loss" Children were no·t sent to 
26 
these schools from religious motives, 
~o aid the formation of church day school$ "wherever 
1898 Synod approved the es-tablishment of a Diocesan Board of 
Education nominated by the Bishc>p .. 27 This Board had twenty 
22 .. s;bY,t,~!tU2l July 1891, Po 481 .. 
23 .. ~G,~, Augus·t 1896, p .. 507 
24 .. ~i~' October 1900, p .. 70 .. 
25., ~ ... ~, March 1889., 
26 .. ~t~.b.~, January 1896~ p .. 396. 
27 .. 1898 Year Book, p~ 67. 
members, with Montgomery~~' but it was ineffective. 
The 1901 Synod recommended that, to strengthen Church day ... 
schools, the Board form them into a Diocesan 1Association, 
joining with similar schl".>ols throughout /Australia in a 
Church Federal League .. Nothing was done tw implement 
this. 
Grammar's position was not good when Montgomery 
arrived, although it had improved sufficiently for the 
Head Master, the Rev. A .. H. Champion, to announce in Dec-
ember 1889 that he had withdrawn his resignation .. 29 
30 
Montgomery personally collected funds to repair it$ building, 
and under the Co-Principals, Rev .. c .. G .. Wilkinson and Mre H .. 
Gillett, who replaced Champlon in 1895, the school advanced 
rapidly~ Its 1896 Jubilee Fund raised sufficient to build a 
new wing .. 
Hutchins during the 1890s showed none of Grammarts 
steady progress.. On 16 March 1892, forty.,sb: years of Buck-
land rule ended with the resignation of the Rev .. J.., v. Buck., 
land.. The Rev., H .. H. Anderson$) the new Headmaster~ was very 
unpopular, and stJrvived mainly through Montgomery's support, 
both moral and financial,. Under Anderson, the number of 
28,. 1901 Year Book, p .. 29, pp.39~00 
29.. ~-~~' January 1890, p. 2050 
30~ BeC655, ~ugust 1896, Bpus memo@ 
students at the school declined from 130 in 189231 to 
thirty seven in 1900 .. 32 It suffered financial crises in 
1896 and 1899, but Montgomery's efforts kept the school 
solvent., 
The lack of a church school for girls, was remedied 
in 1892, when the Sisters of the Church established the 
Collegiate School in Hobart.. The Bishop and other leading 
clergy gave ccmside:rable support to this School; Montgomery 
played an important role in obtaining the Ladies College for 
it in 1895 .. Mrs .. Montgomery gave invaluable help in 1898 
when the school was in financial difficulties .. 34 Besides 
Collegiate, the Sisters began a school in the Holy Trinity 
Parish in 1894 for the poorer classes.. Both sch,ools were 
In 1846:~~ Christ 1S College was formed to be a College 
on English linesil of Unlversi ty standing, and teaching Tbeology. 
by 
However,/1889 it had declined to the level of an ordinary 
secondary schools; with no theological te<::iching,. Because of a 
heavy debt, it closed in 1891, to remain moribund till funds 
31.. Hutchins' L .. B .. p .. 1 ~ 16 March 1892, J .. v .. Buckland/Bp. 
32.. Ibid~ p .. 165~ 13 January 1902, H® H. Anderson's memo. 
33.. n .. c .. 55. 
;1 ,, 
had accumulated to remove the debt, purchase a free-hold site, 
and erect sui table buildi,ngs.. Montgomery approved the temporary 
ulosing of the College until it could be :r:e-established on its 
original lines 9 
353nd opposed attempts to amalgamate it with 
Ht~tr.hins.. He planned that it should have a theological side, 
but be basically a college attached to the new University of 
Tasmania which began lectures in 1893 .. 36 However, Montgomery's 
successor merely established a purely theological college, 
divorced from the university~ and not till 1929 was Montgomery 1s 
plan implemented .. 
The commencement of the Universl ty of Tasmania was one 
reason for the closing of Christ's College, and its proposed 
re-opening as a University College in accord with its original 
purpose.. The Church welcomed the new university, though critical 
37 
of its Councilll whose manners and methods it deplored.. The 
leading ecclesiastics supported the Unive:rsi ty, Montgomt:&:ry being 
Whltington was elected to the Council in September 1895 .. 
The Churchman most connected with the University was 
Archdeacon Hales. In 1890, he regarded Tasmania as unready for 
a University~ 38 but on 17 November 1896 he received an ~!!ll 
35., Christ College MSS .. 9 19 August 1891 :\' Bp/Council of Ch:ri~rt 's Colle 
36.. D .. L .. B .. 1895-1899, p.38, 16 November 1895~ Bp/T.,Stephens .. 
37" ~' February 1902, p., 23® 
38.. ~~~' January 1890$0 p .. 205 .. 
degree, and in January 1897 became l!Varden of the Senate .. 
Hales felt that the University could become more than a 
mere finishing school for the rich, and pledged himself to 
make it of more value to all classes~9 He urged practical 
classes such as botany, the formation of a School of Mines, 
40 
and a Launceston College.. The University was not popular 
in Launceston, and he convinced the Senate of the need to 
41 
have a standing committee there to discuss Unj.versi ty affairs .. 
At his suggestion~ the 1899 Conferring of Degrees was held at 
Launceston, Hales giving the address.. In 1901, a course of 
Mi.ning Engineering was established at tf'iie University., 
In his first Synod address, Mon,tgomery said that 
Tasmania should train its own clergy, not import them from 
42 England.. Montgomery insi steel. on a high standard of both 
ability and training from all who came to him as candidate$ 
for Holy Orders, and he required them to have a Melbourne 
degree or its equivalent .. While Christ's College was 
functioning~ lectures in theology we:re given by tht~ staff to 
39., ~~' 6 February 1897 .. 
40., g((m!l~Q~, 15 March 1897~ 
41 .. 18 March 1897 .. 
42 .. 1890 Year Book, p .. 72e 
any who appl:ted, but with temporary clemise 9 the 1893 
Synod approved a motion that a Board of Theological Studies 
be establish~~d to give lectu1·es to candidates for Orders .. It 
was to consist of the B:lshop, Dean, Cathech•al. Chapter, and 
the Examining Chaplains.. The Committee which suggested thh 
motion recommended tha1: the Council of Christ 1 5 College 
43 
appoint a Professor of Divinity, but th:ls was not done .. 
After the opening of the Universi.ty of Tasmania, 
Montgomery :required ordination candidates to obtain a local 
degree~ but this requirement was wi thd:rawn as impracticable! 
in 1895 .. Instead he personally supervised candidates, with 
help from his Chaplains.. He suggested the course of studies, 
and assisted in the purchase of books. In July 1898 
Montgomery sought aid for Theological Studen&hips from 
m 
He wanted grants of £30 each to meet equal amounts 
45 from Tasmania .. 
:receive the benef 
P .. C ... K~ approved., The only candidate to 
of this scheme before 1902 was T .. Herbert 
Pitt.. In h:ls 1899 Synod address!l the Bishop urged at least 
some of his clergy to take the examinations of th(~ Australian 
43.. 1893 Year Book, pp .. 61 ... 62 .. 
44., ~' July 1895, p,300 
450 Bp 's LoBe~ p., 95, 26 July 189811 Bp/S.P .. C .. K .. 
46 College of Theology, but only one, Canon Fi.rmis~' took his 
advice .. 
"Sunday Schools do:i.ng very badly here - no men", 
47 Montgomery nc)ted shortly after arr:l..val., The number of 
48 pupil$ was only 4:f995C:k in 1889, the teaching was often 
inadequate, and although a Sunday School Association for 
teach~rs was extant, it existed only in the South. 
Montgomery, a firm believer in the importance of 
Sunday Schools:, planned to revi talhe them, He called a 
meeting of all Southern Sunday School teachers on Decembe1• 
1889, which determ.ined to revlve the quarterly meetings of 
the moribund Sunday School Association. A meeting of aU 
Hobart incumbents in September drew up a scheme for unified 
Sunday School lessons for Hobart, to be spread over two years~ 
This was laid before a representative meeting of Hobart Sunday 
49 School Teachers, and unanimous! y approved .. 
examinations in Hobart and Launceston, testing 3,959 children 
50 in both State and Sunday Schools., Results were satisfactory 
46.. 1899 Year Book, p.. 4 .. 
47,. Bp 's Diaryt 10 December 1889, 
48., Qhur£~~~~~' May 1902, pc 75 
49.. GJ1,u;t'-Q..lJ.~JlU., Oc tobe:r 1890~ P• 33~ .. 
50~ ~~~' May 1892, pc 653~ 
His request thai~ the cl!:)rgy undE2rtake this work had little 
A meeting on 19 Sc'lpt£3mber 189~5 the 
Sunday ation~ a asked NortlH~rn Ta~;mania 
jo:in., C:tuarterly 51 held0 · The September 
ended in December l 
a dispute th Diocesan Examiner~ 9 February 
un:i .. ted Sund<lY School service nee Montgomery 
came to Tasmania. held shop 
A Sunday School Maga:dne was founded in 1896. 
However~ this revival was morEl 
•s gap b~Jfore the Dioces.;m Sunday 
School met on 19 
" 
Whi complain€ld of the low 
The 1 s Commi ttec~ 
was spurred action, em a Day 
of 
a combim~d 
51 .. 
52 .. 
for Sunday we1•e to have 
ce on that day; the last had been on 13 
Octobe:r 1895~ 
September 1897 ~ p .. 
It arranged for Committees of the Association to be formed 
in each Archdeaconry to meet at st once a quarter to 
arrange meetings of their membe:rs .. 53 
Sunday School. work proceeded quietly.. The Diocesan 
Association continued to meet in the South, and held annual 
united se:ri'ices. Several suggestions were made for :lmproving 
the system, principally by a more unified series of lessons 
th:rc:>ughout Tasmanla. In response to this, the Diocesan 
Inspector of Religious Instruct:lon issued a voluntary table 
of Sunday School lessons for the D:l.ocesan examinations of 
Hob<~rt .. 
A Library for teachers was also to be formed 
54 
Scholars had increased by approximately 4,000, 
but how effective were the Sunday Schools? M:l.ssicm Sunday 
Schools had their failures: the 1896 report of the St Johnh 
Mission Church, Launceston~ stated that earlier sky-lark:lng 
'twhich once called for superintendents of athletic build 1~ had 
55 
ended, but only through expelling the trouble-makers.. And 
one c:d tical obt>erver of Tasmanian Sunday Schools :remarked that 
, ______ _ 
53e ~~~' October 1897, pe 741~ 
54& ~' May 1902, pe 
55~ St. John's Mission Church, 3rd0 /Annual Report~ 1896, Pe2., 
C)() 
"the opportunities given in them arfJ largely wasted. There 
is~ as a rule, no adequate supervision of the teaching by 
the parish priest, while the ignorance of the teachers is 
abysmal" .. 
To educate those beyond the reach of ordinary Sunday 
Schools, Montgomery organized ~~Bush Sunday Schools 1~.. These 
were only mentioned on three occasions in ~u~cb N2W§, but 
were, he felt, •0the best thing I was able to do in Tasmania, 
though not many realised it" .. ••Where clergyman is infirm 
or useless" or non ... existent, lllii used to have a Bush Sunday 
School ~ set the lessons - encourage correspondence ~ promise 
to write back by return o:€ post.. (I have a whole pile of 
letters)@ I kept a book of all names. (I had some 20 such 
He printed this scheme and gave it to the clergy: 11Some took 
it up -some ignored it absolutely- in some cases it raised 
th 'd 1 . d" ~· ~ 58 e 1 ea 1n some 1rec 1;:um (> 
-
An important part of religious inst:t·uction was the 
Diocesan Examination.. This provided for any chUdren in either 
state, private, or Sunday Schools who cared to enter. It was 
56. BeC& 22, 3 October 1900, Ee T0 Howell/Bp~ 
57e H., H .. Montgomery, ~~Q,Q,~..,~, .... ~(Lonclon 
1905?) p.ll .. 
580 ~' P• 13. 
organized voluntarily by J., B .. w .. WooUnough, who arranged 
the syllabus, and set and marked paperse The system was 
not flourishing when Montgomery arrived: only thirteen 
parishes used it in 1889, with 252 candidates, there were 
only 112 candidates from all Sunday Schools®59 Montgomery 
immediately contacted Woollnough in an effort to revitalize 
the system, which could have been used to co-ordinate all 
Diocesan education. Woollnough replied that '-tlmany of the 
clergy recognize the syllabus and examination as an aid to 
th b t t k f . t'& 60 1 th . . em~ u mos ma e no use o 1 ., Un ess e exam1nat1on 
was made an integral and compulsory part of the Diocesan 
educational system, this would continue. In February 1890, 
Woollnough announced that, after consultations with Montgomery, 
61 
he now would give a separate examination for children under ten. 
At the 1891 Synod, the Bishop said that Woollnough was 
doing well; 62 however$ this was only a relative judgmento The 
response to his efforts was not great, in spite of Montgomeryvs 
suppc>rt. Over 1 ~000 papers were marked in 1895, but this was 
minute considering the number of Sunday School chUd:ren alone 
in Tasmania. In 1898, twenty=eight parishes still did not 
participate .. 
---------------------:-·-·-·--·---------59., ~h4t£G N~w~, May 1890, P• 257o 
60., B.Co55, 28 November 1889, JoB .. W ..Woollnough/Bp., 
61@ ~~~' February 1890, po221., 
62. ~~ May 1891, Supplement 
2 
The 1899 Synod established a Board of Education .. 
This was to consult with Montgomery to make the Di.ocesan 
examinations more efficient, and advice Synod on the advance.., 
63 
ment of Christian educatione 
In Aprill900, Woollnough :resigned as Diocesan 
Inspector after sixteen years' work" The Diocese owed him 
64 
"a great debt of g:rati tude~• ~ Montgomery wrote.. He was 
l'eplaced by the Rev .. John Clougher, with four Examiners to 
asslst him., Montgomery agreed with Woollnough •s suggestion 
that financial suppo:r·t be given to tht~ scheme~5 but this was 
unobtainable. 
The Bishop was pleased to note a large increase ln 
the number of candidates in 1900~ However, twenty-five 
pari. shes still ignored tho examination, and it was alleged that 
some of the twenty pa:rticpating parishes did so only for want 
of a better system, ancl because the "powers that be authorized 
it".66 This was Clougher's only examination, for he :returned 
to England early in 1901; the Bishop thanked him •~in the warmest 
terms'0 for the "truly admirable way" he had developed Woollnough 's 
wo:rk. 67 He was replaced by Oberlin-Harris. 
63. 1899 Year Book, p. 67 .. 
64. 1900 Year Book, p.. 121. 
65., llli· 
66.. g}:Jy_rqh, M~~~.~.uge,I, October 1901, pm 61, 
67. 1901 Year Book~ p$95. 
Montgomery in April 1901 suggested the giving of 
1 t . 68 supp emen ·ary ~:1:.~2 exams .. The Board of Education took 
the hint~ and at its meeting on 15 May asked Oberlin-Harris to 
make arrangements for a ~~. examination of the Catechism to 
be held at least in every Sunday Schoo1. 69 
In all fields of Anglican education, some progress 
had been made, in the face of widespread indifference to the 
ca:use of religious education from within the Chu:rch.. Grammar 
had progressed well~ and Hutchins maintained a high scholastic 
standard and managed to keep afloat spite of many trials~ 
The Sisters' schools had been a complete success, and were well 
established by 1901., Religious Education in State Schools was 
continued 9 with some modifications of departmental regulations 
in the Chtu·ch ~s favour, VlhUe Sunday School work had grown 
considerably. The Diocesan Examination system, if not widely 
Montgome:Jr~Y had not l·eft a perfect system: '0 th~J fatal 
of the Ch@ :tn Tasmania j,s due to the sentimental undenominati 
or if one may use a bold word to one who quite 1.mderstands, the 
undo9matic teaching given in Sta·te Schools!) Sunday Schools & 
ehewhere 11 , Rev .. E .. r .. Howell wrote in October 1900,70 
Ibid .. 
--
~~~-!:!.~~' June .1901~ p .. 94. 
B.C. 3 Oct<>be.r 1900, E .. T.,Howell/Bp .. 
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The ChUl'Ch of England attempted to ac1: as the 
Est~bHshed Church, and was therefore a bulwark of the civil 
authority, strongly pro-British9 and Royalist. Montgomery was 
so enthusiastic a citizen of Greater Britain that he asked, 
duringthe First World War, whether there could be "any conceivabJ:e 
doubt" that St. PaiUl •wwould have been in the trenches today 
cheering on the armies of the Allies 11 .. 1 He was an associate of 
the hlghest in the State, and as an example of this, part! y 
composed the telegrams Tasmania sent to the Commonwealth Govern• 
t th bi th c. F d t' 2 f h. h ~ l :l i d 3 men· on .. e r ot e era l.on, or w :tc 11e 1ac campa. gne .. 
Montgomery wished to see the ideal co-operation existing between 
church and state in the Furneaux Mission in all chu:rch ... state 
relations, and opposed any intervention by the Church :tn affairs 
of State which did not concern it. 
Complementing this vievo~point, the State at no 'time 
during Montgomery•s ep:i.scopate :i.nte1rfered in Chtlrch affairs .. 
Any legal power for the State to meddle ended with the Church 
Constitution Act of 1899 .. There had been some doubt whether 
the Church had full power to amend its constitution, but this 
June 1898, pp .. 866 
Act gave this power, and declared that ParHament would no 
longer interpret Church Acts~ This was tr(:!ated as a Government 
measure, and guided through the Assembly by the Attorney-General* 
Few parliamentarians understood :tt:ll and it was passed with little 
discussion:!) even the Attorney-General w s speech being principally 
a memorandum by Montgomery advocating and explaining it. 4 
Relations between church and state were occasionally 
at variance.. Montgomery reflected the liberalism of Deans Farrar 
and Stanley, and was no blind follower of the Establishment~ In 
1893, he charged that in the previous two years M»deeds have been 
done in Tasmania which call a bluch to the~ cheek of every right 
minded man"~ and attacked Tasmanian society for ignoring the 
5 
corruption in its midst. 
placing any trust the Tasmanian Government, which did not keep 
its agreements"' 6 But this friction was restricted to mo1•al and 
religious issues~ of which the pr5.ndpal ones were Tattersal 
to be discussed later, and the proposal to exclude the name 
God from the preamble of the new Commonwealth Constitution., 
1 The Church was victorious in the latter dispute, The only 
conflict not connected with morality concerned the Government's 
~~~5W$W''?'i!l II»>IUll!J;mJ .. ~~~ JM ll\'!10~ 
4m ~yrch i':i8Y'JJh li y 1899, pp.l070-1071 .. 
~' May l893j) pe 853 .. 
6 .. November 1898~ p0 939 .. 
7.., Chux•ch News, 
1!!iml'l ~~ t{ovember 1897~ p .. 754 .. 
repossewsion of !<mel at New '.town long regarded as Church 
property:a compromise settlement was reache(t. 8 
The crucial issue which tested Church attitudes was 
the rise of a radical working-class movement. Montgomery, 
though liberal in theory, felt th.:1t in laboux: controversies the 
only 
Church coul¢ "sweeten controversy, sanctify thought, and press 
to the utmost of our power the ethical aspect of everyth:lng•ID., 9 
To him, social problems affecting the worki.ng classes were 
merely duties in which he was uninterested., 10 Radicals mistook 
the conservatism of 11Bishops and oth€~r birds of pray" for 
reactionary views; the claimed that the Anglican Church 
12 
was "perhaps the bi tte:rest opponent of the wo:rking classes'• .. 
This was unfair, for, in the early years of Montgomery 11 s 
ep:tscopate, Anglican opinion was generally sympathetic to Left-
wing movements .. 
.Q.b~V!i praised Tasmanian help for the London Dock 
Strike of 1889=1890, 13 and Archdeacon Hales spoke in favour of 
this at a Launceston meeting, and sent a contribution. 14 
8.. 1896 Year Book~ p. 5 .. 
9.. 1894 Congress, p .. l6. 
10* Bp~s L .. B .. , p.463, 7 June 1901, Bp/Archpe of Canterbury .. 
11.. ~lit:;r;w,I:,, 22 April 1899, P• 3 .. 
120 ~' 1 December 1894, p$3G 
13& ~~ February 1890, p®213. 
14.. ~ 25 September 1890 .. 
At Waratah, thE~ resident priest, Se H .. Hughes, was chairman 
of a big minersw sympathy meeting for the strike., However, 
edi toriah attacked the '*strike mania", arguing that Australian 
help to the London Dock Strike had been a mark of sympathy 
the distress caused by it, not approval of the strike.. The 
lim disliked the Trades Hall CouncH, and warned of the baneful 
effects of extreme Unionismo 15 Socialism was godless, lawless, 
and allied to Communism: it should be stamped out .. 16 To prevent 
future st:dkes, b\rchdeacon Hales strongly advocated an Arbitration 
17 Coux·t .. 
After this strike~ returned to it$ more 
and 
liberal viewpoint, warning against sweating/ advocating an Eight-
Moul's ... day .. 18 It also favcJu:red co-operatives~ tho~gh fearlng these 
might develop the sel:fishmess it saw in Unionism@ 19 The Church 
looked towards a gradual evolution to better working conditions: 
it deprecated class violence aimed to speed this process, calling 
for stern repression the Queensland shearers~ strike. 20 
15. ~~~~' September 1890, pp.328~229 
16. ~~ October 1890, po345. 
17Q 25 September 1890@ 
~!~b .April 1891~ p.433. 
19.. News~ May 189ib,pw449., 
20$ ~)~ ... Ii~~' August 1891, p~ 
The depress:ton follcHNing on the failure o:f the Van Diemen •s 
Land Bank did not make the Ctnu~ch any more rad:l.cal. It 
cont:i.ntu .. >d to preach a moderate approach, and stress th~1 moral 
aspect: ~L.li!itY!.§ even declared that a comrnercial code which 
21 took advantage o:f another was against the will of God., In 
the Broken Hill strike at the end of 1892:il the ~~ proclaimed 
that brotherly Chr:i.stiani ty was the only basis fol" a pe:rmanent 
reconciliation" Clergy should attempt to settle labour 
disputes not by reason and argument, burt by '~weapons of the 
Spiri t•• .. 23 Endeavours we:re made in latl'~ 1893 to reach a f.riendl y 
with 
understanding/the workers by arranging meetings with the clergy: 
two were held, wl thout success .. 
The Church of England gave practical help to the 
unemployed, who were increasing in number by 1894. The Hoba:rt 
Clergy decided Lin June 1893 to form employment bureaux in ~wery 
parish~ 25 but this was implemented in only two. Besides several 
minor efforts in some Hobart pa::d shes, the most sustained campa.ign 
was by the All Saints parish, wMch formed an Unemployed Relief 
Committee at the beginning of June 1894. This employed only 
ma\l'ried men at no more than 4/ro a day, hoping thereby to encourage 
21~ ~ts:t.h-N~~~' January 1892, p.584 .. 
22.. .Qlll!t!ihJi!itl&fh December 1892, p, 778., 
23.. Ql~llJj..ruti, September 1894, p., 724n 
24., Southern Clerical Society, Minute Book~ 8 August 1893 and 12 
September 1893. 
25.. ~19.9 20 June 1893~ 
them to seek other work .. 26 !&Ill members of the parish were 
helped irrespective of belief.. One quarter of ·the work-force 
in the All Saints area appHed for relief~ and about half of 
these were given work~ 27 mainly road ... build.ing.. All ints was 
so successful in f:lnding jobs that the Nonconformists attacked 
the Minister of Lands as unfairly favou:ri.ng it. 28 
After ~pril 1894~ the Church ignored labour 
to September issues of 1900 advocating better hous:lng for the 
workers.. A venture which might have led to more emphasis on 
the social gospel of Chr:lsth!nity began in May 1899 when a 
branch of the Christian Social Union was establis•hE"~d in Hobart., 
The aims of this body were chiefly education; it hoped to learn 
about social problems~ publicize them, and give help in their 
solution.. The Union provoked 1i ttle interest, its member:ship 
being confined to a few enthusiasts~ notably Montgomery and 
Whitington .. 
di ~·content with ineffectual and sp!Oradic sympathy.. This was 
a reaction against an Gmglican pri.est, ~chibald 
26e ~~ 4 June 1894~ p02. 
27e Mercury~ 12 January 1895, Supplement p$2$ _.., 
28e ~' 10 January 1895~ p .. 4 .. , 15 January 1895 p.4., 
17 January 1895~ p@3 .. 
Turnbull, who sought to prov:l.de the unemployed with militant 
leadex·sh:tp., The Church had beH:~n liberal but theoretical in 
outlook~ shunning any direct intervent:i.on :tnto poH tics; 
Turnbull ~s practica~l radicalism drove it further into conservat-
ism .. 
mo:Vr.eoo-e'unique in the history of ·the colony",. 29 
Arch:tbald Turnbull had led an unusual career before 
coming to Tasmania.. He worked in country par:i.shes in Victoria 
during 1870s~ but in 1882 went to Melbourne, the Church 
and conducted a mission in the Melbourne slums for the United 
Evangeli the same year, hi. s mission being a 
financial di ~ he went to Adelaide to do evangelietic work@ 
He 'se:rved with thE~ newl y=formed lvat:i.on Army~ becoming one of 
its 1 ~ but a disagreement with his colleagues~ founded 
a separate organization named Christian Crusaders.. Th:l.s was 
a :tmi but so 
30 
and poll In 
went as to Balmain in tbe Sydney In 1 
he went to and wa8 priested; the 
accepted 
Archdeacon Mason's offer Assistant-curacy New Town,.. 
12 July 1 
30., For ls of Turnbull before 1 
8 March 1884, p .. 34 .. 
~I 0 'I 
Tu1·nbuU ~s wc>rk was considered :satisfact;ory, and he 
was popular with Mason., Only 011 rare occa ons cU.d Turnbull 
show his true interests, as wtu~n he twice spoke to the Southern 
Clel'ieal Soci.ety on methods of reaching the masses., 31 
But Turnbull was in trouble with his Bishop, 
•• 
His standing was p~}rmanently jeopa:rdlzed by the fact that his 
h 
first wife eloped in 1877 'l1 leaving him wi a young family., 
The Victorian Church paid the legal expenses a divorce, and 
allowed him to re..,marry a Tasmanian, ,!\da Lou:lsa Taylor. But 
the .4¥,delaide Diocese refused to permit him to officiate because 
of this stigma, and Montgomery wa~• cautious.. Besides this~ he 
broke Montgomery~s explicit restrictions by mixi.ng freely with 
32 
:!.n a Dissenting chapelo 
He also became unpopular in 1 ead:Lng circles through a letter 
aggressive evangelid.sm, and undenominat:ionallsmw 
In July 1892!> the Bishop appo:tnted Turnbull to Perth, 
northern Tasmania, Wh:Ue there, Montgomery dec:!.ded that Turnbull's 
prevented him having another par:isho /Afte:r a bitter 
argument wl th the Bishop over this, Turnbull left Perth at his own 
was the last t:i.me his name w<:H> mentioned by that p<lper .. 
32 ... 
Southern Clerical Society, 
10 May 1892., 
21 Nc1V(;1lflber 1895, 
!August 1891, 
Minute Book, 17 February 1891 and 
Settling :i.n New Townll demanded a general Hcence 
for work amongst the non..,churchgoing masses0 Montgomery 
relu!(;tantl y gaV(:1 this on 8 March but would not ftnance his work"' 34 
Turnbull immediately started a Ghu:ech of England Paopl'il is Mission 
wl th himself as Mi sdoner.. His servicEH> were suspect to orthodox 
Anglicans, a sho:~.·tened verslon of the Anglican with 
a t:ruculent sermon on social and poll tical subj and popul~n~ 
musical i tams., leglng that 
tht.l masses did not ~~o to church because the Church not; go to 
them. His services were crowded, attracting l numbers 
of men<~> 
1894:ll the~re was a s~~rimJs unemployment problem, bU"1; 
e was being done to relieve thls., Expenditure public 
funds to 
Anglican Inspector Rellg:i.ous In~~truc1:ion, and Member for Sorell 
in the House of Assembly, ced the opinion of many when he told 
parliament that '~the cornmunity was responsible for body 
and soul together in the rnatter of scum and improvident 
And Edward 13:raddon 
remarked that to support the unemployed in perpetuity t'would 
. 1 . th l1D 37 sunp y pauper:~. em;:.. 
Diocesan Regi IV, p .. 5B5, 8 March 1894, Bp/A.Turnbull,. 
I.q,~quU,uJ2~1l9.£;t~~ 8 March 1895 51 lo 
M~G.~J::, May 1894? p@4., 
:~1 e !£:!.~2:::1' 24 January 1896, p.A,. 
Turnbull, wishing to relieve the position of the 
unemployed~ and form an effective labour organhaUon, 
determined to interv<me direct! y in poH tlcs~ usi :flamboyant 
that such labour leaders as exi wer~ not anxious to 
their last leadE~r had been James Hall, a prominent atheist .. 
Turnbull was compell~d to work virtually alone for several 
months., His efforts began on 9 April~ when J .. S, Mason~ a 
unemployed., 
Turnbull stated his sh to do his utmosi; to help them find 
work~ and desired a full investigation of their pod tion 
as to be able to speak definitely on their ~~.. He urged 
them tc' appoint a leader from amongst themselves.. The meeting 
vot,ed J .. s .. Ma:lion as leader in conjunction with Turnbull and 
W.. .Lakej) the Beginning on U April, an 
attemp't was made to record the names and full particulars of 
all the unemployed~ however, many we1•e reluctant to :t'egister, 
being sceptical any advantages it might give .. 39 !he 
registration was completed on 20 Apr:U~ but only half :registered: 
inspi te of this, Turnbull deduced that a total of 1 ~ 164 men~ 
38@ M~~~x~ 10 April 1894~ p .. 2 .. 
~~~t~~ 12 April 1 Pe 
womon and children were without support. 40 In his personal 
investigation of condi tionsll he had found men brealdng stones 
41 
on tht~ Domain for ls .. 6d .. to 2s .. a day .. 
Turnbull at ont~e appealed for employers to contac·t 
him. He found j many:!' and was gaining ·the confidence 
of the worke:t•s., The unemployed asked him to help the! r cause, 
and he hald several more meetings w:l th them~ He for 
Committee o6 Uru~mployalltmt had been formed by Parliament on 
6 ~~pril~ However, a ffi(H::lting on 15 May expressed dissatisfaction 
with the goverronent ~s efforts 11 and decided to 
urging effective on~ 
dangers 
On 20 JVI;;~y Turnbull addressed his congregat5.on on the 
increasing oppress:ton of the poor leading to revolt$43 
Two days later~ Turnbull and Lake headed a deputation of the 
unemployed to ask the Premier government 
Turnbull stated that he had bEH:m through the city door by door, 
finding much di.stress, and presented a petition the 
of the unemployed signed by 400 merchants and sto:reke~pers., 
Braddon 11 s remark that he was doing all he could provoked an 
40 .. Ap:r:•il 1894~ p .. 
41@ 13 !April 1894, pe2., 
42, 16 May 1894, p., 
May 1894, p@:th 
0 
emotlonal outburst from Turnbull, who demanded immed:iate work., 
16He was now holding almost fury in ch,~ck* 
He was cc:mstantly wi the men; his whole 
existence just now was \IVI'apped up with them~ 
and he was striving with them .. ~~>., I repeat 
that unless something is done immediat~)ly 
there will be great trouble in Hobart.,.. e 
'ijhope maketh the heart sick" '1 44. 
The following night, the government introduced a relief works 
bill into the Assembly .. 
On the day following this deputa·tion, Turnbull and 
Lake led another to Mayor seeldng work., One of the unemployed 
told the Mayor that "there was enough of poverty in the d ty a·t 
45 p:resent to cau:ie a revolutillln".. Mayor regretted he could 
not helpj) but in fact would 
Turnbull therefore immediately isslled an appeal in the ~~ 
asking for individuals who could give work to contact him~ A 
meeting of the unemployed on May determined to establish its 
own labour with Turnbull as its organizer, to supplement 
that of the Benevolent Society~ 46 
On 30 May, Walter Gellibrand successfully prevented 
the Upper House from suspending its Standing Orders to con~;ider 
Public Works Bill, wh:tch was to provide work for the unemployed .. 
In the course his rema:rksll Gellib:rand suggested that the 
Poor Law system be introduced int(' Tasmania~ though he wondered 
45 .. 
46 .. 
24 May 1894~ p .. 2 .. 
26 May 1894~ p.,2 .. 
sh 
whether there was such extreme urgency in the unt'!imployment 
problem as the proposal to suspend Standing Orders implied,. 47 
This attitude brought strong criticism from the pressll and 
a violent m.rtburst from Turnbull at a labour meeting that 
night~ when he charged that if l:i.brand had the ~'slightest 
atom of humanity left in him would seek to relieve.,., .. (the 
lHllemployed) and no·t crush them down to the earth'1 by int:ro-
clueing the Poor Law Systeme At this , he counte:red 
criticism that his remarks at deputation to B:raddrtm were 
unworthy of a px•iest by declaring that they were "del 
words 9 and well thought out before th(:y were trtte:r.ed~ and by 
them he woxUd stand (applause).,$., had he uttered what he said 
in private he would have been branded by Church and State as 
a turbulent agi ta:tor~~ .. 49 He suggestt~d establishing a 
Council of Advice to effect a peaceful compromise between 
Capital and Labour when necessary, and of to 
secretary.. A motion was passed c:ri t:l.ciz:tng the Upper Hous~.: 's 
obstruct:ton of unemployment relief: a copy wa:~ to be sent to 
the Presldent of the Coun«::il .. 
47@ 30 May 1894, pe20 
48., ~oj.!,Q,~}l~~ 31 May 1894, p .. 
49., 31 May 1894~ pe3., 
On 1 June, Turnbull handed Adye Douglas, P:residerrt 
the Legislative Council, the petition against the Council 0s 
obstruction.. Tu:rnbull later alleg13cl that Douglas subjected 
him to ten minutes bitter abuse, 50 Whrmthe pet:lt:lon was 
received, lib:rand made a speech against '~a pe:rsi.m1~ whom 
characterized as '~loud-mouthed'~ .. 51 
A meeting was held on 4 June to exprell;ls confidence 
in Turnbull., acld:rfH;s was presented to him9 thanking him for 
his work., Turnbull replied that his work, which was not as 
successful as he 
not an agitator, but he was drhren lrrto a corner would 
die fighti.ng for the social elevation of the working manu., 
Though he did not make a planned nful statement'0 concerning 
himself and the cl:mrch, he did warn the workers against :rumoul'S 
circulated to hinder his wrJ:rk., These rumours~ wh:tch Turnbllll 
did not spr:lcHy9 were that he had been drunk and using improper 
language various public Th:ls was in fact the 
Rev., Rs M .. Turnbull~' late of Macqua:rie Plains, but the rumours 
53 
stuck to h:is namesake 9 who blamed Montgomery for th:ls .. · Th(! 
Chairman, John Bradley, Member for South Hobart in the Asself!bl y, 
52 .. 
5 June 1B94t p0 3 .. 
2 June 1894, Supplement p .. l .. 
5 June, 1894~ p .. 4,. 
1 June 1895~ p~2 .. 
was sure1 that Turnbull would be the last man to stir up strife., 
The meeting unarlimotu.>l y voted him a ~n t and qualif:i.ed person 
to advocate the cause of the working classes in this city'~~ 
Turnbull continued his fight, maUng'deputations 
to parliamenta.:rians; he began attacki.ng individual politicians 
fo:t' theit· opposition.. However, to the annoyance of the labour 
leaders, the Public Works Department :registry office, established 
in May to replace Turnbull 0s bureau, refuted their prophecies by 
rapidly acquiring a full list of the unemployed, and was besieged 
55 daily by men seeking work. The People Labour Bureau had not 
by the Government havimg i t.s usual public works done at a eheaper 
rate by ealling them relief work& They complained of delay in 
Government aid; in six months the government had only found work 
for 250 .. At a meeting on 9 July, Tu1·nbuU cri tiched tlu~ men 
for taking things so easily; the meeting decided to march on 
Parliament with the resolutions passed& 
On 29 June, Go Te Collins, counsel for the Launeeston 
s Company ,spokti! at the Bar of the House of IAssembl y against .. 
54. 1Jl~~ ~~' 5 June 1894, p@2 .. 
55$ I~.i!!l~!lLm.,llinth 9 July 1894, p@2 .. 
56.. 12 July 1894~ p .. 3., 
portions of the Launceston Water and Light Bill, which by 
bringing electricity to Launceston threatened to upset the 
Gas Compa.ny 3s dividends., The Labour leaders decided to follow 
the example, and drew up a petition that Turnbull be heard at the 
Bar the House on the unemployment problem.. The recepticm wa$ 
not encouraginge Premier Braddon doubted if Turnbull represented 
the~ 'l.memployed, or, ~!!~if he did .., represented them very badly 
(Cheer$) 1~. Edward MulMhy agreed, protesting against Turnbull e$ 
attacks on members of the House.. He warned, however, that 
refuse the request would make Turnbull '8a sort of mart.y:r, and 
that was just what he wanted (laughter and cheers)~., The House 
decidGd to defer disCU$Sion on ~ccepting the petition until 
57 Friday night,. 
At 7.30 p0m$ that same evening, a meeting of 750 
unemployed voted unanimously that Turnbull should be heard by 
Parliament. A.t the conclusion of this meeting, the men, carrying 
torches and accompanied by tow bands, marched to Parliament House. 
They carried a banner displaying Monopoly with a bludgeon labelled 
cracked stones for 3s .. a day. /A deputation consisting of Turnbull, 
Messrs., Banks and Martin of the Trades and Labou:r Counc:il:~ and a 
Mr., Chapple accompanied the marchers in a horse-drawn cart, bearing 
the petition that Turnbull be heard at the Bar of the House. By 
the time Parliament House was reached, some four thousand people 
had assembled. Plain-clothed police mingled with the c:ro1!lid 11 and 
0 
a large force of polic:Ea was ready to prevent a.ny on the 
parliamentarians$ In spite these precautionsll on~~ member 
of the Upp1~r House~ became affrighted and left in a cab. When 
the deptrtert:lontried to enter ParUament House, they we1·e refused 
admission by the police~ they theE!refore asked to see the P:t'~:!mler. 
Braddon refused see them, at which the crowd gave "practical 
i U.ustr~!t.ions of di sapproval'0 ~ 58 Turnbull then asked to S(~(~ 
th«) Hobart members, Messrs~ Mulcahy, Cr:t~;p, Hiddlestone and 
Bradley met deputation an anteroom; A.ndr(:>:!W IngHs Clark 
and Philip Fysh 11wisely'~, in the 9 s opinion~9 did not,. 
Donald Urquhart,who had presented Turnbull's tion, and othi~I' 
members ;rt·tended as observers~ Mulcahy im:mediately att<H~ked the 
petition., Turnbull expla:i.m:.>d the circumstances which made this 
impossible., He added that as he was attacked as an agitator 51 
he had not to lead deputatiion; the meeting was not. 
his ideall but that the men, led on by thf~i.r extreme distress .. 
He alone was responsible· for their orderly conduct .. Turnbul.l. 
concluded the deputation by denying allegations that he was not 
i.n touch wl th the men~ and warned that "if I retir~) from th:ts 
movement~ and perhaps I may~ then you will see the consequences"., 
58~ 
60. 
July 1&194, p .. 
12 July 1894, p .. 6~ 
July 1894, p .. 4., 
1 
All four members promised to support thl'l motion th;.::~t Tu:t•nbull 
be heard~ and the d eputa ti. on withdrew., 
Whil(~ the deputation was at the House~ the marchers 
held a meeti an account 
of developments, wh:tch was greeted with cries of "ShameJ" 
Turnbull gave rd.s :regular speech of self •just.ifi<;ation; h:h 
declaration that he the unbounded confidence of the 
the importance of pEtaC(f;lful actions., 
Others spoke~ though 
d«:llplol'ing the :i.ncident, was forced to recognize that ''the proceed-
were orderly and conducted ln perfect humour~~ .. 61 
On Thu:rf;;day, J .. B., W., Woollnough told parliament that 
Urguhart 's motion to he til' Turnbull should barred as against 
ruling follow:i.ng ni.ght., 
The public gal es were cJ~owded with worke:r.·s on 
Friday night.. The ruled 
o:rdar 9 but advi i rejectione The debate on this was 
at times remarkably ous from the opponents of Turnbull: 
for e>:ample!Jl when it was asked when Turnbull should speak, the 
6 
Speaker: 
M:r .. Lewis: 
The Hon.,Member should "name the day 
upon wh:lch he wishes Mr. Turnbull to 
be heard.. (/A laugh)., 
Saturday would be a good day (Laughter) 
Dr .. Crowther: or Sunday (Renewed laughter) 
Mro Urquhart said .o .. he mentioned Friday night, 
because he had it in his mind 
that it was members' night .. 
( ) 62 The Premier : Say Good Friday night Laughter 11 .. 
liott Lewis pontificated that H the unemployed wished to 
have a man to address the Assembly, they should elect a rep-
resentative, who, "if returned, would be listened to just as 
every other member was listened to (Hear~ hear)"., 63 
Woollnou1~h again raised constitutional objections to the Petition .. 
The strongest support :for Turnbull came from U:r.quhart and 
was defeated by nineteen votes to nine.. Immediately afterwards, 
Turnbull addressed h:i.s supporters outside Parliament Hm.tse, 
promising to continue as their leader .. 
The reaction of the press was generally violently 
antagonistic to Turnbull; however, the labour papers praised him 
I! b' t f d , 1 ~ . IP 64 d t f tl l d j j ' as a 1 o a ev1 . ra:dH:r , an 11ence· o:r· 1 were ou ·.n us 
$Upport. 
6211 ~~~' 14 July 1894, Supplement p .. l0 
63,. Ibid., 
-
organise "that they may exhalt Mr., Turnbull into a leader of 
men .. We do not want an outbreak of Turnbullism't, 65 
Immediately after his by Parliament~ Turnbull wrote to 
the Trades and Labour Councll asking for support; this was 
agreed to on Sa:tu.rday night0 Turnbull met with members 
the Counc:U, and the Executive Council was formed for a new 
organizat:ton~ the Labor and Liberal Political League. 
Turnbull refused to call a meeting that members of Parliament 
could attend, as three such meet:i.ngs had already been held, 
with no result., 66 
T b ll . d th f 11 em~·nl· "'~67 urn u .. recel ve sympa· y rom a over ., .. ...~ 
At an Executive Meeting on 1 Augu:st, he reh1ctant1 y accepted 
the position of Pre of the Labor Liberal Poli Ucal 
He continued his agi.tation, calling for freer 
. 68 
education and better hou~nng, end o:f sweat~Jd labour, 
complete suffr<:1ge for both sexes~ adequate payment for 
70 lllml!mta:r:i.ans~ and either abolition or liberalization of 
the Upper Houseo 71 
21 July 1894, p .. 2 .. 
66., lv)e:r;~u:r~~ 1.6 Jul. y 1894, p ... 2 .. 
67 .. 19 July 1894, p .. 3 .. 
68 ... 23 July 1894~ p.,2., 
69., £~~ 4 August 1894~ p.,5., 
70,. 9 8 Septemb~Z~r 1894, p .. 2<ll 
71 .. !? 1 Sep t~)mber l p .. 
Messrs. BradlE1y and Hiddlestone int~!rviewed Alfred 
Pillinger, Minister of Lands, on Tuesday 25 september on behalf 
of the workers; the Ministers~ answer was not considered 
factory, and Turnbull according! y 1 another deputation 
unemployed to hi.m on Thursdaye PiUinger :refused to see the 
deputation, as it included agitators"' As a result of this, 
about Pillinger>~~ The deputation returned on Friday, with the 
men, but not Turnbull; as the deptltation refused to entEJ:r 
wi, thout him, it left~ The workers then caused considei•able 
alarm by marching in a body to the Domain, evening papers 
reported that one membei' of the cl:mvd said "Go, h'we it 
1173 
out with the Gove:rno1'. The police were rumourod to be 
massing to protect Government House from seige., In fact, the 
men merely held an open a meeting to at Pilli 
On 1 October, 500 men plus a brass band marched to 
a mass meet:tng against Pillinge:r; Turnbull again justified his 
ons, and first mentioned the possibility of his standing 
for parl:lamente He had bE~en askE~d to do so in Adelaide, but 
SeptembEU' 1894, 
28 September 1894~ p .. 
had refused; he was reluctant to stand in Tasmania but would 
if nobody else could be found .. 74 The resolutions made at 
thi!:"; meeting were taken by Turnbull and others to PUlinger 
two days late!r; they were not recelved .. 
After 12 January 1895~ Turnbtdl spoke on the Domain 
every Sunday afternoon., During January, he quarrelled 
with the Trades and Labour Counci 1 ~ which he considered to be 
doing li t.tle towards helping th1~ unemployed., 75 
Tur![)bull's church work had continued throughout this 
per:l.od; besides his SE!l'Vi.ces at the Marinr~r 1 s Church, he was 
appointed by his only ally among the Anglicans, Archdeacon Mason, 
to the chaplaincy of 'the New Town Invalid Depot.. This gave him 
h:l s only regular sou:rc(~ of income, 
death in February 1895, this post was removed, though he con"" 
tinued to work there without pay., Then in March, in spite of 
a deputation, Montgomery refused to allow Turnbull to keep the 
76 
marr:i. he collected. Thus Turnbull was now entirely 
dependent on offerings at his church~ some help from h:l.s 
w:lfe's family., He was certainly not an agitator for the sake 
of the money he could obtalnl!i Turnbull's congrf)gation asked 
him to ~~stablish a Free Church of England~ 77but this plan lay do:rmant~~ 
75. ~~~, 23 January 1895, p .. 3 .. and 30 January 1895 , p.,4., 
76o B .. C .. 12; ~ (jl: March 1895, p$ 3 .. 
77, 16 March l.895,p<~>3"' 
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At the April 1895 Synod~ the Rev .. Samuel Topham 
petitioned Synod against the Bishop's dismissing hlm for 
alleged :i.mmo:rali ty without fully tnvestlgating the accusation* 
Montgome:ry11 acting on advice, :rejected the petition., This had 
Synod 6s approval, but not that th(~ press., Many letters 
appeared in the papers attacking the B:I.shop 11 prominent amongst 
them being one from Turnbull~~ H~) cri tiei:zed the Bishop's auto-
cratic: power, concludj.ng that it might bf~ necessary for him to 
bring his own case into prominence to prevent any furthf~r action 
against him,. ~~r may be dep!'li:ved of my licence on the slightest 
18 pretext at any moment",. 
Th:l.s letter appeared in the ~. on the morning of 
27 April; on the same day, Montgomery wrote to Wh:J. tington* 
"I think the time .m~~mi..!lfJ when the Clergy 
& Cathectr:al Board .... e may objectt<J have the 
Rev., A .. Tu:mbull :representing the Church in 
thE~ Part sh of Se David us., A good deal depends 
upon the reverend gentleman's conduct in the 
next few days ... o If certain utterances 
b~~come intolerable in the Domain & elsewhere 
it may become necessary to take some action@ 
At the same time it is difficult for me to 
take very strong action ~~~' since the 
reason would have to b~.~ personal abuse of 
myself.. And a man should put up wlth a good 
deal of that., On the other h<'Jnd TUl'nbuU 
gives out that I llU~ to act ..... I fear 
that gentleness and forebearance may go too fare\ 
And if people \1\f!'i te to the papers to say I am 
an oppressor of the Clergy (that is, of my own sons) 
i ·t would seem that the time may be coming when the 79 
sons may take action and help the cause materi.all yu .. 
78., ~~~ 27 April 189~>, p.,4., 
79@ Moase MSS.ll AprU 1895, Bp/F0T0Whitington"' 
I '/ 
announced that Turnbull 
was ·to speak on the Domain on the Topham case~ Informers told 
WM tington that in this speech Turnbull used the words 18 trickery11 , 
81 tyrannt1 and 111 ying" to describE~ the Bishop's actions, as well as 
stating that he 'twould not believe the Bishop on oath",. 80 
As a result of this~ Whi tington withdrew his licence to preach :l.n 
the Cathedral parish; when Turnbull conducted a service in spite 
of this prohibition, the Bishop on 23 May wi thd:rew his licence 
as a p:riest of the Church of England in Tasmania.. Tu:r:nbull 
reacted by holding a large meeting at the Town Hall on 30 May to 
give a full history of his relations with Montgomery., His abuse 
of the Bishop was ignored by the Churcho 
Ail though he stated his opposition to denominatiom.11ism9 
81 
Turnbull's church acquired some o:f the characterhtics of the 
Uni tari.ans and Dr .. Charles Strong's Australian Church.. The latter 
body approved his work in July, and allowed hlm to use their 
82 
service and humn-bookm In 1896 his congregation became known 
as l<llQur Father's Chu:r·ch'~ .. 
ltu:rnbull us r@ligious strife had interfered with h:ls 
political work.. An attempt to found a Home of Social Help in 
Ap:dl 1895, to help the unemployed and homeless, was unsuc::cessful, 
80@ ~~' 1 June 1895, p.. 2~ 
81 8 June 1895, p~3-
820 20 July 1895, p .. 7 .. 
As were all other labour plans in that year.. The um~mployment 
situation had been eased through government action, the 
enthusiasm engendered by Turnbull's march on parliament had 
evaporated~ and thE~ Labor and Liberal Political League, of 
which he became Secretary after a year as President, had seon 
In August~ Turnbull vi.si ted Melbournee He spoke on 
the Yarra Bank, and was treated :in a very friendly spirit by 
the Trades and Labour Council, in spite of the fact that the 
Hobart Council had wr:i. tten to Melbourne condemning hime 
On his return, Tux·nbull took every opportunity to attack the 
Church of England~ especially when in November Rev .. Samuel 
Topham sued his Bishop for wrongful dismissal., Of Turnbull's 
attack on the Bishop, Shirley Hales commented to Montgomery: 
"Indeed, he must be fierce at finding it so ineffectual"., 84 
After the stimulus :from meeting the Victorian labour 
leaders, Turnbull again became mo1·e prominent in politics.. There 
were rumours that he might contest the North Hobart seat Alex 
M G • d 85 c regor res1gne • Turnbull's supporters offered to pay his 
expenses to stand as an alderman 11 but he refused, as he felt he 
would be of 1i ttle use on social questions as an alderman. He 
83a ~~' 24 August 1895, p~3e 
84~ O.L.B., 1895-1899~ P• 64~ 30 November 18950 RSH/Bpe 
20 September 1895, pp. 1 and 2"' 
also publicly declared his reluctance to ~::;tand for pa:r.•liament~ He 
began a c:r:usade against sweating, lecturing on '1The Curse of 
Swea:ting'0 on the Domain~ and at a mass mef~ting at the Town 
Hall on 1 Octobe.tr.. At thi~;; meeting, he moved "that th:ts 
meeting is of the opinj.on that tht:l Legislative Council 
ously hinders the ty the colony rejecting 
1 measures of reform~ the 
Government in parmi tt:i.ng such a state of control n., 
delivered an :i.nflammatory sp<';lech~ declarin9 that 
Government 11had 
87 goVf:1l' nmerrt; '1 .. 
ted its right to be 
February and ear 1 y March 
ts with the Rev.. A.. c.. Henderson, a Melboui·ne Uni tarl an. 
ttllhile tn Melbourne, moves 9ega.n for the coming election:. and 
on his return~ Turnbull found his candidature rej ectad 
favotU' James Paton. Turnbull had not been successful 
with the Labor and L:i.beral Political 
lgious alienated many6 A1 was 
not a worker., His League was disbanded, against his wi 
on Ap:dl, and replaced by the Democrat:tc Club, i.n which 
had no 
over th:!.s procedure, Turnbull was bitterly attacked by the 
87~ 
88@> 
~~-~~~~..,.~ 8 May 1896 ... 15 May 1896 .. 
3., 
- 15 M<lY 1896Q 
Pr<>po:rtions" .. 89 Turnbull to continue his political 
work, but his popularity had We1ned; his church had also 
declined., 
intended ""·to slaughter orthodoxy in ·the more congenial 
90 
atmosphere Melbourne'Q.. His church hecHlliime openly 
Unitarian after he 1 t, under A., J., Taylor and s., Oe Lovell$ 
st:r:ongl y into political activity, with success.. In June 189811 
his wi formed Women's and Social with 
as Urst 
Turnbull 
Hall at :t meet:i.ng on 4 N(WI:Hnbo:r. 
all fnrglven by which 
ln who side wlth 
the reform~ both in hall and on Yarra Bank". 
90 .. 
found him '1mo:re thoughtful and 
16 May 1896~ p~2 .. 
15 August. 1896, p.,7., 
November H398, P<~>5 .. 
when he had 1 
Besides h:ts lectures on '*Ch:ri st the al:l 
held st:rc::!et meet:i.ngs supportlng James Paton ws parliamenta:ry 
ambit:tons .. He wal3 anxious to return to Tasman:h and bly 
stand 
afte:r a very success:ful v:l .. sit~ At hi.s instlgatlon, Stephen 
Barker, a member of his church and an ex ... flresident of the 
Melbourne Trades Hall 9 th~m visited Tasmania to speak on 
behalf of Paton ... 
In June 1899, Mrs, Tul•nbull died., She had supported 
her husband :Ln 
to overwork.. Alf'red Taylor, Hobart 
is seldom indetKl that one meets a charact(:,)r which was 
so much that was deserving our highest admiration and esteem.,'~ 93 
Turnbull hlmself was attacked by cancer in 1899, but lingered on 
in a W€1ak state until 10 March 1901, when he died in almo~st 
complete poverty .. 
Turnbull was bu1·:t ed on 12 Ma:rch, the bE~:lng 
taken by Dr .. 
prominent clergy~ and Counci.Uibr Stepht~n Barker.. Besides a 
large group of friends~ the 1 
92, 
93 .. 
14 November 1898, p.., 
24 June 1899, p .. 2 .. 
the Labour Party, the 
Pres5.d£mt Trades 1 Council, and the President of 
the Soci sts a all attendc~d .. The the 
Mt*lbom~ne Labour and the Wf~:re loud in his 
praise, the calling him a mi sunders tood man wh('>, 
11beset by poverty and oft .. times semi-starvation", wh:U 
in 94 fought for the doWl'll""t:r.odden., The comH:~rva·tive 
Tasmanian papers ignored his death., 
The reason :for conflict between Turnbull and the 
State are obvi0'1Jlii0 Thf?. conflict between Turnbull and his 
shop W<As one that occurs so often in hi the oonflict 
of to do right as they see 1 t, Both 
wanted to help the unemployed~ but their methods 
were contr.<ldictory* the Bishop wanted refo:r.m through exerting 
moral pressure on the government~ but felt that the church 
must keep ogrt of poll tics~ whHe Turnbull was convinced that 
only through pol changes of a 
the under~privil be helped, Bishop Montgomery was om) of 
the most lon9""suffe:r.ing bishops imaginable, but could not 
low the Church to a man he regarded as 
both arrogant and insubord:l.nate: "gentleness and :forbea:rance 
may go too Turnbull on s part was determi.ned to go 
his own way his at poHt:i.cal and social re:l:orm9 
and seerned ratht:~r to glory in the role of marty:t·® Add to 
this the problem of Turnbull gs divorce, and his bitterness 
was 
inevi Turnbull received recognition from the Victor:lan 
labour movemerrt at the end of hls life, but in Tasmani;;~ 9 as the 
Unde:r 
the challenge he embodied~ the Church :shown i b political 
conservati.sm, and suppor·t of the established orde:ro 
4 
A:.rchdeacon Hales believed that "human forbidding 
utterly unable to root it out'~. 1 Th~~ law merely Encpounded 
the the people: 11it not create the sentlment.,"" 
Th<3' Church 0 s duty is to create sentiment, and so to alter the 
character, and laws of a peoplet11 ., 2 ,J:\.1 though not all churchmen 
state moral prohibi. t:lons were useless, all supported 
u conclusion t thf& people should be educ;~ted the Church 
t<) a higher standard of moraH ty<~> The church under Montgomery 
systematical tackled some social evils in a practical manner 
The Church of and wor:d about minor soc:i.al 
:r~)medies were often 
more practical.. Montgomery ed to form an Home 
leading Urllion in 1892. to counter the pernlcious influence of 
'3 bad books,' but his a:ttempt was abortive.. The Church advocated 
Sunday ~ but not with extremi that this 
should be enforced by the State .. 4 Attempts to prevent 
nlght concerts and Sunday trains 1 1 
F .. Hal 
129 .. 
fln~lr£tL.!'I~~' Febru 
(Me lbourm~ 1 
1892.~ p .. 
Archdeacon Hales strongly opposed the narrow view of many 
Anglicans on th:ts matter.., 
The drink question concerned Anglicans than other 
denominat:l.om;.. Th:i.s was partly b~)cause~ as the Rev., W .. H"' Root. 
lamented, ~~not one the Church D ignl taries is a Total 
Abstainer".. He wished Mont;gomery would bocome for th:ls 
'ewould give the Temperance Cause a wonderful lift .. u The Church 
the Colonies is doing her duty towards the drink traffic" .. 5 
opposed prohib:ttirm as impossible to execute.. It did, 
however~ f that laws regulating the drink trade were never 
fully enforced .. 6 Partly, this was financial: 1889 Bill was 
emasculated because of thtll following nthat great mon<:>pol y ~ 
the Cascades Brewery Company - possesses in some the members 
of Parliamt~nt, who did not he~:;i tate to show how zealous! y they 
COIJ1d serve so p:rofJ.tably a master"., 1 recognized 
that drunkenness was a disease which could not cured by throw~ 
ing the drunkard into gaoL. 8 
staunchly temperance paper~ giving this considerable publicity; 
with profitable inconsistency, however, half of its back page 
was dt~VClted to a b~~o:r adver-tisement~ 
, 13 Sept~mber 1899, W .. H.,Root/Bpo 
July 1890, p0290* 
October 1889, pJ45 
September 1894, p,.146~ 
126. 
Montgomery~ in his 1891 Synod Address~ while warning 
believed mumt it is a po~d tive sin to dri.nk wine"~ wished the 
temperance cause success.9 A meeting of the Southern Clerical 
Society en 12 September 1893 esta.blished a JuvenU.e Temperance 
Society .. 10 Noth:i.ng en a Diocesan basis was done 11 however, 
though such societies were formed in a few parishes. Finally, 
a Diocesan Society was established by the 1901 Synode 
mr;rali ty.. The Southern clergy in September 1890 discussed 
children reared in houses of ill ... fame in Hobart, and 
wondered if legislative steps should be taken against this$ 11 
None were, in spite of ~.' call for government action, 
. 12 
and the abolition of brothels.., · Montgomery, who regarded 
13 
sexual laxity a~ one of the Australia ~s especial dn!li1 9 in 
1896 sent a circular to all Rural Deaneries with suggestions 
for combating i.t.. As a result, Ulverstone formed the 'qTasman:lan 
Social Purity Society''~ which it was hoped would sp:t~ead to 
Secretary, and a 
p .. 3 .. 
lOe .Q.b~b Um2l October 1893, pp .. 942 ... 943 
11.. southern Clerical Society, Minute Book, 9 September 18900 
12., ~hu:t:,b,.!:,Le;~, April 1891, p .. 433, August 1891, pe497., 
13. qhu;:E:.,~~ December 1898~ p .. 958 .. 
7 
noble band were five: 
10 1., To promote purity amtmg men® 
2., Chi val:rous respect for womanho,:~d., 
~.. The pres«3rvation the young from corrtamination .. 
4o Rescue work., 
5.. A hlgher tone of public opinion in rt~gard to purity~ 
Our chief idea h to work qu1.e"tl y and without making any 
fuss, but rather to band pure-minded men together to 
influence others :lnd:i.v:tdually'q• 14 
!he Society wo:r.ked quiet! y indeed, its endeavours passing 
unnoticed by all .. 
Montgomery's strong belief was that 
twone o:f the most serious dangers our day is 
To increase 
the 
n 
gelittling of th13 Marriage eu .. It seems 
to me that lt is the duty the ancien·t 
Engl:lsh Church to teach in every possible way that 
it can that marriage is solemnized by God: that :i.t 
can only be broken according to its commnnd~~e The 
day w:i.ll come, a century 9 when people will 15 th;:mk the English Chu:rch for stemming the down grade",. 
solemnity of the 
inplement the 1 regulation that couples li.ving 
mi a church:)) and the bride· not pregnant, 
should be married a church, not a private home.. Many of the 
clergy opposed this~ and the matte;r came to a head when A:rchdeacon 
Hales promi in November to marry a Mr .. Mitchell in his homeo 
14. March 1897, p .. 624 .. 
Bp , 26 April 1901, Bp/Mi.ss 
Montgomery heard of this and refused permission: he informed 
Hales that the against i. t was f~absoltrte~ wlthout reference 
course th;,rt are most Hk:el y 
against law :l.n your own heart, as some other Clergy are -
But you will not mind being under authori ty0io 16 Hales 
in this instance, but l t was reported to Whi tington :tn Jun13 1900 
that he had repeated. the offence" 17 Because of Halesa action 
Montgomery at a clergy maetlng during the 1 Synod reminded 
them of the :regulathm11 and said. he would agree to such ma:r:dag(f!S 
1 i II.. 1 . t 18 on y n excep·~.1ona carcums ances .. Except fo:r occa 
lapses, the shop 11 s 
ephcopate ~ Morrtgomery permission for a marriage only 
19 
once, and then because the bridgEF9 was virtually an invalid .. 
Because of this attitude, the Diocesan Secretary wrote, 
was ~~no doubt that a many Chu:rch are married 
d:tssenting ministers.. The Govt., returns show that plainly enough'~, 
If the clergy had to be to c>bey their own laws 
on solemnization of marriage, 111 ty had to be educated to 
marriage morH ously~ and lly to avoid divorce® 
1611) Bp's Bo 9 p .. ll2~ 2 December 1898~ Bp/F .. Hales .. 
17., B .. C., 19 June 1900 11 H~ To Howell/F .. T .. Whi tington., 
lB. Bp's L*B·~ P• 
Diocesan Register V~ p.,l61~ 
D0 B. 1 ~ p~624, 16 December 
Bible: that is, for adul:tery. It was not against separation 
for a reasonable cause such as cruelty, but opposed any re-
marriage: ''the Church will never give consent to any leg:is-
lat:ion injurious to the sacrament of Ina:trimony~u® 21 It also 
22 d:lsapproved o:f m<l:r:ri with a deceased wife's sister, and 
strongly attacked the New South Wales and Victorian divorce 
laws as subversive to Christian mo:r.ality~P and the social order. 
urhe logical :tssue of making thehappiness of the m<:lrried pair 
the test of the continuance of the un:ton~ is absolute "free 
23 . love".. Montgomery refused to give communion to a re""'narrl.ed 
d . d 24 ox 1vorce persono Dean Dundas, especially vocal :tnst 
the Victorian laws, proposed a motion at the 1891 General Synod 
that they were contrary to Di.vine Law; th:ts was carried by a 
large majority. Archdeacon Hales made himse.l'f unpopular ibn 
Church circles by supporting the Victorian government on the 
ground that divorce prevented greater evils, and the Government 
h 1 J t f 1' i t• '11" • t 25 s ou. CA no · orce re 1g om~ no lOI1$ on an unw1 .. 1ng commmu y$ 
He would, he declared, vote for thf:: divorce laws if he were a 
parliamentarian, although as a churchman he would not avai.l 
21" .Qly~~ August 1891, p .. 497o 
22., ~SL~' September 1898, p .. 907 .. 
23., ~~' October 1901, p .. l57 .. 
24.. B$C .. 23; Bp~s L.B,. ps 117, 30 December 1898, Bp/A&W .. Schapi.:ra .. 
25.. December 1891 ~ p"564., 
0 
himself them., He would not deny 
26 
s a f:r.eEKiom he did 
not h:l.mse1f 
In 1891, Re Sh:l:rl~JY warned Mont~Jomery that 
consolidating Acts might ea ly be made 
the opportunity sweeping changes, 
days one cannot tell whf)t may be done if fresh le~~ishticm were 
27 pressed before Parlto 11 HCYJ'!ever~ the Marriage Act which came 
lnto force at the bf~g:trming of 1896 intl·oduced no drastic 
innovationso It made the State1 the 
all licences~ and no longer recognized 
banns~ but left Church to conduct own of 
marr:i. insisting only on receivi full info:rmaticm 
each marriage., It also permitted marriages in a registry office~ 
bu·t th:ts was not l~epugnant to Montgomery, who still :rega:rd<:Kl such 
a as Matrimony .. 28 of the clergy wer~:' a:ha:i.d 
thai: the withdrawal of 
to ne marriages, 
motion was pi'lSsed by the 1896 Synod ng to mak€~ 
full inqui:r·y· and in issuing licences. The 
Francis Hales, at 
7 Octob(~r 1891 and 10 October 189L. 
July 1891, RSH/Bp0 
28 .. 
1895~ p<l> 
var:i.ance w:i th the rest of the Church once mo~ce~ who retorted 
that the new Act allowr::c1 Tasmania to become .'~the Gretna Green 
31 
of the <;olonies~~., 
1Anglican Church was naturally horrified whi:!fl 
Senator Dobt;on of Tasmania in 1901 suggested a more l:l.b<~ral 
divorce law to the Commonwealth Par l:l.amebt41 Th:i. s would pe::t~mH~ 
divorce :Ln cases such as desertion for thr€H'~ yearsjj) On~~ 
Montgomeryjs last acts was to :forward peti thm forms from the 
P:dmate to all parishes, and both t.he 
loudly attacked tht:J proposal~.~ The latter was especially vocal 
nst the Bill~ 11weunhesitatin9ly affirm it seeks to contra" .. 
vemJ the law of Christ0u The S~cred name of wHe wi.11 not 
shortly be known~ and that of mistrE.~ss will take i t.s place'0., 32 
This ranting had ttle effect: although the Chtn·ch of England 
in Tasmania sent ln 87 pEO~ti tions against the Bill, there were 
Montgomery strongly approved of social alleviation 
which d:ld not involve political :radicaUsm., He could not 
support Archibald Turnbull 1 s aim of political revolution to 
3lo ~W~.§.' January 1896, p .. 404e 
32e November 1901 ~ p .. 85., 
33c March 1902, p$ 
provide social justice, but favoured non .. poli tied eff to 
rc~:form prostitutes and other outcastes .. test of Hy 
of Church work 11 lay the on c1 to th(~ low<~st 
society~ many whom found themselves on the bc)ttom rung of 
ladder stmpl y as the vtctims of c:i.rcumstances and 
through very little fault of their own 11 .. Ang.lJ.can effort 
reclai.m prosti was one of the most successful :features 
!> some efforts had been made by individuals~ 
inclucUng wife the Tasmania, to help 
prostitutes, but no organized e:f:forts had made .. 
In Au~ust 1889:1) 10 Southern clergy, headed by the Dean, appealed 
lene The new shop was asked bring a e super-
intendent from and to conduct the venturee 
Montgomery :r:eplied 'thow y I will do all in my 
powe:t' As £100 was for 
the Bishop devoted his first collection Tasmania to th:ts cause~ 
November 1893~ p .. 962., 
August 1889, p~l23@ 
October 1889, p.,l53~ 
1897 Year Books P040 
He chose a M:l.ss Eccle$ton as the flrst Superintendent; 
such worke Montgomery pa:tc1 £30 
of her pas ·"'o H b t :3B ~ o a:r. ~ 
On 
wi.th the of the Hobart tive 
Comml tteEt.. Although it was hopr~d to commence by 1 January 
1B90, it did not open ti11 26 March, partly funds 
were insufficient.., Its early history was not encouraging, 
and the house Wi::IS empty for its first three months® The 
Superi nt~:mdent weekly vi to the ~~on!! and the 
Governmentqs Contag:!.ous Diseases Hospital, popularly known 
ste, cards to all needing reclamation, asking them to 
consult her, but without resul ta HowfNer, by August 1890~ 
f:tve g:trh had been treated, two or thrt1e visi were made 
each week th~~ ''haunts were spared 
make the work successful!!> actively 
in this work were pr:lnc:tpall y of the High party<!> 
to ignore 
"exagger.:rt~:1d accounts of friction in the government of the Home, 
and 
381)> 
40., 
es f . ] ·~ 40 a1 .u:re I!> Us next issue reported that 
November 1889, p0 16lo 
,Z\.ugust l ~ pp., 305 
~~~~~..,., AufJust 1890, p .. 306., 
meeting of the Southern cl on 12 August had scussed 
41 tl"w House of Mercy, However, d:id not give the complete 
minutes this mec~ting, which unanim.ousl y decided 
Eccleston should term:tnate her engagement 
This development was not made public till Januc1ry 
, when it was disclosed that becaus~~ the work in sman:i.a 
was so differtmt from that in England, t 0i t has been found 
advarrtageot1s both for the work and herself this step 
Her chief fallU: was excessive strictness .. 
Mrs .. Montgomery wc1s temporary Superinlbendent 11 Miss Dumsday, 
for years an stant to Montgomery in London~ arrived 
to take charge, 
ernment gave the management the Contageous Diseases Hospital 
to the House of Mercy., The two sections were to be kept 
but thE~ one roof; th1~ Lock was to be as 
a gove:rrnnent lnsti tution, the State meeting 
pri any 
would 
The two 
vi it~ and strong 
44 to homes for penitents., 
tutions took over a portion of thE~ old Cascadr~s 
Female Factory pr~wiously occupied the Lunatic Asylum., 
41 ... September 1890, po330 
Southern Clerical ety~' Minute Book~ August 1890, 
January 1891!! p .. 39L. 
, 13 September 1890~ P.. Fysh/C .. L®Dundas~ E~nd 
OctobE~r 1890~ p,348$ 
As a counter to Catholic t:i.eism~ a Catholic representative 
was added to the Lock's Boa:r·d Management in November. On 
November, the Hobart Nonconffurmiz:rt Ministers~ Assoc:tation 
strongly protested to the Premierw Ph:Uip Fysh~ this 
11 breach of the principle of thE.:~ r(~Hgious equality ext sting 
. tl J • . 11 45 1n ·1ese co.on1es $ Fysh replied coldly, refus:i.ng them a 
seat on the Board of Management~ largely because of a~ the 
absence of any mantfestations of interest in the unfortunate 
:lnmates of the Lock Hosp:i. tal by any relig:l.ous Gommunion other 
than the 46 scopal and Homan Catholic Churches"., 
After October 1890~ Mrs0 Montgomery~ who had played 
an active part i.n the work reclamation~ became secretary to 
the Board Management for the House of Mercy and Lock Hospital" 
She continued to hold th:ts post whilst in Tasmaniall rel:tnqui.sh:i.ng 
it to tempox·ary secretarles when absent from tho State.. At the 
annual mEH:}t:lng on 22 October 1891 ~ sh(~ reported that the move 
the Cascades had proved 
begun work 11 wh:lch~ besides b~~ing part their 
for domestic work, helped the financese At her suggestlon:~~ a 
47 
motion was adopted that a Bu:i.lding Fund be begun; 'the pre~~ent 
45, tCGS .. O./H/1179~ 25 November J.,M.,Mcirrtyre/P.. Fysh,. 
46w ,lbi.fit November 1890, P.,OoFysh/J .,M.,Mcintyre., 
N(Nember 1891 9 PP" 
quarters were to1.1 small and could be :r.equi tloned by the 
government at any t:lme. Hml\'t~V(~r ~ th:l. s Fund never 
and th~:? Cascades. By 
work was so successftll that Montgomery 
48 
was overc:rowded., 
l 1892, 
that House 
At the annual mi~~:Jt:lng in October 1893~ the diff:i.ctJlty 
was reported of finding positions fo:r. g:lrls leaving the House~ 
many women WffX'I?! reluctant to acc~~pt th~~m as servants~ Mrs .. 
Montgomery had begun a scheme whereby took one at a 
time from the House, and traLned her at Bishopscourt for three 
to . 49 months; it was hoped othe:rs would foll.:Jw th:!.s example., 
The House was still overcrowdect~ and by 1 most women over 25 
were refused adm:l ttance through lack of space$ By ther, every 
available Garner except 
50 
was filled with beds.· 
kitchen and one small sttting room 
At the 1894 annual meeting, a statlsUcal aniillys was 
glven al.l the girls hand.l.E~d g of the thlrty-nim.l ln the House 
of Mercy, only eleven had turm~d out badly.. The Lock had dealt 
with ty~C;.1l.ght girls, twenty five of whom had returned to 
p:rost:i.tution~ four were doubtful, and one had committed suldde., 
The average age was usually 21, sorne being as young as 11 or 12; 
48., ~~,!.~l,Ji!~, May 1892, p .. 65:3. 
49~ November 1893, p .. 
50., Dioce~>an CouncH Letter F:Ue, XXI, H .. 1895 Report of House of 
lj 
they were of all df.mominations., After 1896, they spent two years 
in the House instead of one. 51 
The 189~> Synod unanimously pas.sr~d a motion giving thanks 
for the rescue work, in :response to the Bishop ~s request; Mont-
gome:r•y regretted that the reseue imrti tut:tcms, "doln9 some of 
the most dHficult and thankless work that e:dstsn, received 
"too little aid, and (were) often coldly treated''., Only a 
very small rrumber took any practical part :tn conducting this 
work~ but it continued to be approximately 50 .R,~_I_g~!J.:t. successful, 
whlch was better than many English equiwllf.m-ts. In 1897 the 
Church moved to larger premises at the Cascades, the Comm:t 
still felt the need for specially designed buildings which would 
permit adequate classificatl.on of the inmab~s. Finances we:te 
always troublesome, even though the use of the Cascades premises 
was :rent-free.. The House was in debt almost ev(~ry year; fairs were 
h1:11ld at Bishopscourt to reduce this 51 and in 1898 a df~ficit of 
~163 was removed by a private letter appeal 
ol!::lganized by Mrs .. Montgomery .. 53 The laundry was inc:r.eas:tngly a 
fimu1cial success, and by 1899 provided £307 & 54 Enlightened 
self-interest showed th~) government that the Church was doing 
51., .&d:lUt.~J'i~q, October 1894, p .. 163, Decc~mber 1897, p .. 766. 
52.. 1895 Year Book, P• 5 .. 
53., ~,~!:i~W-~' ,~pr:tl 1899, p .. 1025$ 
54.. ~~.tl, ... !:i~Jil~b April 1900, p .. 55 .. 
w<n·k more cheaply than the Si;at(~ could do, and it gave grants 
55 to the House after 1897 on a pound for pound basis., In Jt..m~ 
1897, a reqU<~st was made to tho Guesdon Charitable Bequest for 
a grant £3,000 to construct a mor~J sui table building, plus 
£4,000 as the nucleus of an endowment fund$ received 
At the annual meeting in 1896, it was remarked that 
a trained deaconess would soon be needed to diret';t the work .. 57 
When in England in 1897, Montgomery wrtrte to s. P .. G .. on 4 May 
asklng for £70 per annum :for a Deaconess. '~It would be an 
lncalculable bene:fi t@ Such work is Ln infancy in the 
Colonies and we desire to help other Dioceses which have no 
58 homes"@. This application was rejected, and no change was 
made in the management of the House wh:i.le Montgomery was in 
Tasmania., 
Memorial Ba pti Church~ conducted a Hope Cottage for unmarried 
girls in their first pregnancy,. This was not supported by tht1 
Bapti , and at Synod :tn 1892 the Bishop announced that the 
Cottage had been given to the care of the~ Church of England., 59 
5;),. c"s .. 0 .. /117/00e 
56., P .. O.,/ll3/97, 18 June 1897, M_1's.H .. L9Bucknell/P@O.,Fysh .. 
57" .Q.ua~!:L~!1§., December 1896, p .. 679e 
58., S .. P .. G.,Original Letters Received, ;Africa AustraHa & Pacific, 
1897, 4 May 1897, Bp/H$ w. Tucker<~~ 
59., ~Y.~.~l,_L~,!?JCLl'.b May 1892~ p .. 653~ 
The Anglicans did not show great enthusiasm ln th~~:tr new 
insti tut:i.on: most of the work was left to the Rector of 
St@ John @s and h:ts wl:ft~® Of the instruction given, Canon 
Kelly :reported that "though th(~ teaching was distinctly on 
Chul·ch princ:l..ples~ no ~!!!~~ of any kind was b:r01.:t9ht to 
60 force the adoption of our Faith". Most of the girls Wf!re 
very young, many being aged around 14 .. 
As the Northern church did not support thls work 
financ:lally, many were rl::fused admis~3ion through lack of 
space.. Some efforts were made to increase self-sufficiency 
by laundry work.. The Bishop ~mcouraged his clergy to help, 
with Uttle success; at h:is request, Kelly visited the North 
W 1 ~ 2 i ' k 61 11 est ate .~.n 189 to public ze the wor 'e By 189u, the 
Scllvation Army had begun work in Launceston, attracting many 
of the girls from Hope Cottage, which by June was £60 :ln deb~. 
Kel Wl'ote an angry letter to Shirley Hales ln July about the 
members of the Anglican Church '~never caring a brass farthing 
to hear what is going onu .. Synod passes resolutions about 
Diocesan Rescue Work: yet half the clergy even let alone their 
people have the wildest notion & most heathenish ignorance on 
whole method & purpose of the work.. And Hope Cottage is to be 
f ,c d t: b t 1 "" 1 ,. ~ B h 't n 62 snU"J. e ou ~ . ecause · 11e .:.>a vat:J.on J.rmy say a ~ .o us e 
60., .Qm.~b.,l!~1b A\Agust 1893, p .. 912Q 
61~ .1~1lW~hJi.~~ September 1892~ po 726, p"729,. 
62G Diocesan CouncU Lettt~r Filell XX, K., July 1895,n.c~ N@Kell y/ 
RSHe 
140. 
the Qhur¥ll..,,Me~i2n£Ul;t for !August, edited by Kelly, protested 
at the collapse of the Cottage.63 
the ~I was glad to report in its next issue 
that Hope Cottage had not in fact been abandoned to the 
Salvation Jl.rmy, but was to transfer to Hoba1rt. 64 It would 
under the same roof as the House of Mercy and thf~ Lock Hospital, 
and be controlled by the same Committee, with the addi t.ion of a 
Nor·thern Representative.. Under this new arrangement, savings 
were made in administration, the work was better organized, and 
the church had one organization with three departments covering 
all facets of the decline, fall, and possible reclamation of 
the Diocese by forming the only Miu:i.on House amongst the poor 
that attempted to cope with all their needs.. On Palm Sunday, 
1893~ the fb·st service of this Mission Hm.ls@ was held in the 
former skittle alley of the old Queen's Head Hotel, Wellington 
Street.. Besides Evangelistic services, th(~ specific aims of 
the House were to serve as a :refuge for Qnemploy,ed, servant 
s, rescue fallen girls and send them to Hope Cottage, and 
ah;o act as an educational estabUshment .. 65 No distinction was 
made because of religious views. The work was directed by 
63. ~bM~b M~~USi£, August 1896, p.l5e 
64. Ql\ll'ch Me!i,~~QS;I!,£, September 1896, pp .. 34-35 .. 
65.. Pe0 .. /113/97, 3 July 1897 11 A .. R. A.,Beresfo:rd/I?,.O.Fysh .. 
141 
Tasmaniavs only Deaconess, Sister Charlotte Shoobridge, with 
the help of a nurse.. Besides the inevitable Sunday School, 
there were weekly Mothers~ Meetings combined with a second ... 
hand sale, a girls 0 sewing class, which quickly attracted 
eighty, popular lectures and evening entertainments, a gym-
Bank and Servants' Registry. 
The fame of its work spread even to those who were 
normal! y scornful of the Church: :in the same issue in which it 
informed its :readers that '~a gai tered bishop is not a thing of 
beauty under any circumstances'~, and th~:1t Montgomery was a 
61 1qcaricature of ret:rem;:hment'1 , the ,!;l~ referred to the 
St.. John's Mission House as ~one of the best charitable 
institutions in Tasmania .. " .. Stray girls and wives dri.ven from 
home by drunken husbands can always get a comfortable doss here 
68 ' 
and a good square meal too"~ For eeveral years, the House 
provided a soup kitchen during the wlnter months.. However as 
with aU Anglican insti tutions 9 its members were unwUling to 
finance it.. Over 14!!000 people used its facilities in 1895, 
but~ only £34 was subsc:r:'tbed for its support, and of thh £10 
came from England~69 
66., 9ntt~-~~"!~~ June TI.893, 111>•817 , 
67@ 8 September 1894, p~5 .. 
68., Ibid0 
~'®.~~!!!:! 
Governments during the 1890s did not face up to 
their duty to their less fortunate citizens,. Philip Fysh , 
the Premier~ informed thEi clergy in September 1889, that 
Tasmania had no "sufficiently thrown off that reliance upon 
Gove:t·nm~mt to do the work which it is the duty and privileg.,) 
of citizenship to unde:rtake~~. He wanted to extend "over the 
masses thcJs;e benign influences which attend the voluntary and 
systematic dedication of even the smallest coin of the realm 
70 
to a good cause 19 .. Braddon agreed}) and in 1895 wrote that 
"I am now endeavouring to in the part of the people a 
spirit of self rel:iance and self help that shall reduce the 
71 burden upon the st<rte'0... In accordance w:i. th this view, he 
closed the Department for the Admin:lstration of Chari table 
Grants~ and gave the Launceston Benevolent Asylum to the care 
ofthe Launceston Benevolent Society,. 
Besides this partial renunciation of its respons:l.bil-
i ties, the manner in which the Stat!? aided the helpless was open 
to crit:tc:tsrn.. In July 1891, the editorial in .Qh~ai,q!lJ:l~.!aL~ 
decla:rt'?d that the form of State help to homeless paupers was 
uin some respects a blot upon our Christianity, and an evil 
crying to our Father ln Heaven~0 .. It gave details of cruelty to 
an old man at the New Town Invalid Depot which led to his death, 
70,. C.S~O .. /H/939 9 17 September 1889, P.,O,.Fysh/C .. of E. Clergy, 
71~ Pey0 .. /279/95. 
4 
blaming ·the system which subjected old age ''eto a ~ear:tsome 
d t . 1 di . 1" ~ 72 an some :unes c:rue · scap 1ne .. This article brought a 
requ1~st from the Chief Secretary for a :report on the~ incident 
mt>:mtioned from George Hi.chardson:il Superintendent o:f the Depot., 7:3 
In :eesponse to a letter from Richardson, Rev$ J .. W. H .. Geiss, 
11 to show tha.t howeve1· perfec·t these institutions may be on their 
present lines, there will. always be cases of hardsh:tp until there 
is classif:i.cati.on and special t:reatmen·t of some of our a9ed hom(~-
74 less poo:ru .. Geiss amplified this in September 1 s editor:i.al, 
arguing that the better type of aged paupe:r: should be provided 
with comfortable homes, and not subjected to any discipline .. 
The people, he declared, lllia:re of the mind to entrust the helpless 
poor to the car(~ of the State, and they expect the State to fulfil 
the trust thfull y, and to the best of :i ability* This is a 
sod ali c movemtmt and of the :right Christian soc:'lalism",. 75 
The following issue of ~.l,ll~§. disparaged the State's ~~grudging 
76 
support" to the destitute agede The Dean would like to see cheap 
77 housing for the poor, and the ~ approved of old age pensions 
72 .. 
73., 
74 .. 
75,. 
76., 
77. 
Chu ch t'Jl:W.r~, Ju;!-y 1891 ~ p.448. 
c .. s .. o. !Vl358, 10 July 1B91, Chief Secretary/G~Richardson, 
14 July 1891, J.~X .. H,.Geiss/G .. Richa:rdson .. 
~~~~~'ll: August 1891, pp,. 504-505 .. 
September 1891, p~513. 
Qtm;r,sh_!i~, August 1892, p .. 701@ 
for the deserving0 78 Howeiller, by 1900, =....,l&~w~~ had decided in 
favour of the New Town Depotg 79 
As Wh:t t:ington :remarked, the first mission of the Church 
was to help the ppor, 80 and some attempts were~ made on a parochial 
bas:i.s to supplement the inadequacies of State help, besides merely 
c:ti tlcising it., These efforts usually took the form of providing 
food and clothing to the deserving poor .. 
Women's su:F.f:rage was canvassed at this time largely for 
the moral and social benefi·ts it entailed, and a few chu:rchmen 
wrote that the only way to ose "drink:tng dens 19 and brlng a 
higher moral tone to the political arena was to give women the 
81 
vote. However~ most churchmen disapproved of women voting; 
even Qh!~!i~~' which approved of $Offie voting rights for women~ 
opposed equal franchise,. 82 Montgomery was more liberal~ '•govern-
ment by men only has not been so successful as to make us the 
combined wisdom of the two sexes" .. 83 Attempts to give womt'i!n full 
franchise equ.ali ty in Church elect:ions failed until 1905, but after 
1898 they could both vote for and be members of Parish Counc:il~h 
78.. lJ2..~ .. 
79e ~~.W.\h November 1900~ p .. l72 .. 
80. 1897, p.615. 
8.1., ~ July 1891, p.,3., 
82~ p@722 .. 
83.. .1894 Congress, p., 
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This was not without some financial encouragement to 
in high places, including one .. twtmtieth of the annual nett 
pr<,ceeds of Tattersalls in perpetuity to Sir Edward B:ca.ddonSJ 
104 Synod Representat:l ve Forth and Leven.. Hypocr:l ticall y, 
the ll brought into the :Assembly in September to 
Tatter ls was entitled wrhe em Gam:i.ng 
and Betting BilP'. It made no mention of Tattersalls 9 being 
intended to suppress bookmakers' and tob<:llcconi.sts@ 
Also hypocr:i. lly, Braddon informed 
Parliament that was not the purpose of the Treasurer to 
The opposition to Tattersalls was confined 
to thE~ clergy~ ;md therefore had 1:1 ttle hope 
Furthermore, clerical $ was handicapped disunity 
amongst the chu:rc;he:::• over p:rocedure. The Catholics nominally 
oppo:::;ed ls~ but when asked by Whitington to 
attend an interdenominational mE!eting to decide ta,~tics, 
Delaney replied 
the principles of 
El .. A,.Denholm, 
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Montgomery, tru<~ to his mili h10~r::i.tage~ wi 
for a powerful lian Church w1.tb close-knit organization0 
He found that the Prj.mate of Austral ~as more the Bishop 
Sydney than Pr:i.mate, while the G£meral Synod all the 
Australian Dioc~1ses wa~; in a WEH\lk cond:i. tion, meeting only 
once every five years~ and wlth H·ttle conti.nulty or originat~ 
ing powers, as any of i tl:; resolutions could bE~ overth:eown 
one intrans:i.gent Dj.ocese., Montgomery sought to give both the 
Primacy and Synod the power to prcwide active leader-
ship. Once this was done, he hoped for "a grm:1t united plan 
of action for the Church in Australia~ a commonll practical 
ideal to be stretched ou-t:, and kept beforE! us, and handle1d 
with enthusii.:lsm"~ a poHcy including "tru~ whole church work 
between A\fr and G~merica 11 .- 1 His efforts gave Tasmania more 
influence in Australian church aff s than at any other time? 
but his desire to li tate Australia-wide leade:rsh:l.p failed., 
JU though ~'the whole Bench of Bishops :recognized in hi .. m a man 
with something of the apostolic spirit'~', 2 most of them we!'fJ 
too conservative to follow his lead., 
1.. 1894 Congress, pel3* 
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In July and August, it was arranged that the Bishop of Brisbane 
would move a I'(~solut:ion re~·affirming the 1891 Determination, 
and Canon Green of Adel de undc~rtook the al terna1t:i.ve motion 
that a "locomotive prim.acyu~ createde 
supported all MontgomEJry•s views in 
that H Sydney's ection of the 1891 proposal had been supported 
by even a hWrespectable minority 11 of dioceses, her position would 
ha~e been more tenable, As it was, the only two choices were 
the matter in abElyance~ '~'~whlch may possibly thE:!> line of 
action (or :rather inaction) that Sydney will favour''~, or to make 
the Primacy moveables It disliked both alternatives, but regret.., 
fully felt that the latter choice might be necessary to give the 
Bishops adc::~quate control over the choice of the Prlmatt?, and to 
make his power a reality., At th(~ moment, the Primate was not a 
symbol unity9 but a symbol of Sydney; Sydney should be made 
the Canterbury of Australia, with national policies replacing 
The Primate in his 
local :insular! ty .. 23 /Presidential Address specif 1 y chose 
this article to refute, a:r.gutng that the Bishops already had a 
24 
sufficient voice in the appointment of the Pr).mate. 
22., B.C:o ~ 21 July 1896 and 5 August 1896, A~E .. David/Bp0, 
11 August 1896, Bp$Brisbane/Bpe 
23. August 1896~ p .. 514. 
24o Offidal Report of thf~ 1896 General Synod~ p@33. 
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Synod was very drcumscribed? as noted. The organization of 
each Synod 9 held at Sydru~y, left much to be desired: 
Montgomery compla:i.ned to Sh:l.rley Hales in Sept:embt)X' 1891 of 
32 the time being wasted through bad a:rran9em~mts., 
problsted ln September 1896 that with Sydney arrang:i. ng ·the 
business pap1:J:r 9 none of the other D:toceses knew what to expect~ 
with the t that :in 1896 there were three mot:i.ons on onfJ 
To overcome this~ the advocated the appo:lntrn.ent 
of a corresponding secretary in each , who would be an 
Wh:i. tin9ton 9 seconded by Woollnough, moved th:ts at th~C~ 1896 
General Synod, but it was defeated. 
Montgomery took little direct action over the powc,Jrs 
of General Synod till its 1896 meeti:ng, but in s Sf.'lrmon to 
the 1891 Gc~n~~ral Synod he the need for close and power~ 
f 1 t ] . t' 34· u cen .,.:r.a .. organ1za 1on. 1·1•9 continued to pubU ze the m~ed 
ff d f d . · 35 1'h l89h ·r · ~ J su :ere .'rom lOCI.'lsam.sm. . e . :J asman1an .;)ynoc, was 
strongly i.n favour of making General Synod more 
32.. D .. L~Bo 1890-1892, p~613, 1 October 1891, RSH/Bp~ 
33. ~~St!.l~J~~ September 1896, p .. 530. 
34., ~!:l1DZ.JllL~§.' November, 1891, p .. 547 
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he hoped ea ly to se a 
i ·to ooo. 
would right to 
j optimi was by l 
In s 
in own a 
restricted spheire rather than onfJ too broad. He suggested a 
Standing Gommi ttee to face all contingencies, corrrposed 
ergy ~ and 1 eli. ty. Webber proposed 
that a committee frarne a resolutlon giving General Synod full 
ex approved, and called for a more 
effective General Synod.. The Primate di * "I think the 
unity organization, to which we have obtained, is for all 
practical purposes, effi He rejected 
authority" for General Synod; "I do not see any sound reason 
for affirming the principle of the absolute suprem<:H.:y the 
Gt~neral Synod". To press for as well as consultative 
powers ~rwould open out a :d. 
motion was coldly received, and a successful amendment was 
moved by Bishop Cooper, Suffragan shop of Ballarat~ seconded 
by Mcmtgomery~ and accepted by Webber, that a comm:t ttee report 
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Continued publicity was given to mission, and 
its work., It was hoped that the Melanesian Mission Shi.p 
bad weather prevented this.. In 1894, Cecil Wilson becam£~ the 
new Bishop of Melanesia; Montgomery attended his consecration~ 
and became his fr:lend and ally.. Bishop Wilson visted Tasmania 
in March 1898.. His visit was necessary~ as Tasmania was 
neglecting Melanesia in favour of New Guinea* only £96 went ti> 
@5 Melanesia in 1896.. He made another brief visit in December 
1900!) when money was still hard to raise: Appeals in 1899 and 
1900 for money 
Wilson hoped for £50 from Tasmania for his new mission ship, bt.rt 
36 
only about £10 was subscr·ibed after six months 11 effort .. 
Fr<)m his arri.valll Montgomery was aware of the! 
miss:l.ona:ry needs of New Guinea~ and encouraged :t h $Upport .. 
In May 1891 Rev .. /A., Maclaren from New Guinea vid ted Tasmania, 
and collected £74 for a whale-boat, named ~~,n .. 37 
~~!!§ gave much publicity to the Mhsion, and in 1895 
began publishing a series of articles on its histo:t'Yt 1/IJ:ri tten 
35.. ~~' October 1897, p .. 737@ 
36.. ~' July 1901, p.112 .. 
37~ Official Report of ,the 1891 General Synod, poXV, Appendix L. 
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56 Launceston, in 1894 had been poorly attended, but this did 
not discourage the Church, and the 1895 Hobart lectures were 
repeated in Launceston. A final series of Church history 
lectures was given in 1897. After 1897, religious questions 
were discussed at the Launceston Diocesan Conferences, held 
almost every year with increasing success. 
The leading parishes had organizations for dis-
cussing and disseminating religious knowledge. The Cathedral 
headed the Southern church education movement, forming the 
St. David's Literary Society in 1892. There were good 
attendances at first to discuss topical questions, but by . 
1894 interest had waned. 57 
In the latter nineteenth-century, many Christians, 
especially those within the Church of England, defined their 
doctrinal positions by their attitude to other denominations. 
Montgomery was cool towards all other denominations, and his 
church's relations with them was only superficially polite, 
covering a deep antagonism to their claims. In his enthrone-
ment sermon, Montgomery forbad the interchange of pulpits and 
similar attempts at union with other denominations; however, 
"we should be warm friends, in social intercourse, with members 
56. Church News, ,April 1894, p.66. 
57. Church News, May 1894, p.82. 
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UlVt}:rstone had .:lccepted a cross for the church~ two 
congregation opposed b "' l d f J J • • I tt. · · ~. HO s, U\, 1a . ··a .. en :tn w1 t 1 ··~u:: maJOrl cy. 
Humours werE? currc~nt in l that the Cathedral used incense, 
but s was wildly fall 111 St. John the Bapt:i.st Hobart, 
through one of h:tgher churches~d:i.d not use tar 
ecti.ons f:rom some of 1 on. 
1896 MontgomE~ry gave sermom~ st:tan 
Symbolism to the unoduc la~~ed elf :ln 
107. Beattie MSS, 30 July 1906~ Bp/JeW.B<c':attie .. 
lOB. May 1891~ Supplement Po 
109. For example, ~ May 1892, p.660. 
11 p.l 
111. .Ql,Y!~~' September 189~5, p.3310 
112. January, 1896, p.404. 
favour of decorating the altar with crosses or candlesticks, 
and of taki,ng the best from the pr:lm:t ti v~:.~ church 9 but he did 
not desire any additions in rituale 1 Whitington, a moderate 
High Churchman, introduced some new innovations to New Town, 
including the first three hours ce on Good Friday~ and a 
cross on the altar., The latter caused a dispute, some parish-
loners objecting to the wardens; tho~gh these did not lke 
the cross~ th~lY felt obliged to appeal to Montgomery on the 
technicality that Wh:lt:i.ngton had not obtained their official 
approval.. Before the meeting, four ladies went em a deputation 
to Montgomery and Wh:l.tington, but thi.s was countered a 
peti on signed by ghty-fon:r telling the Bishop of thEd:r 
deepest confidence in the Archdeacon.. On the eve of Montgomeryts 
inquiry, two of the Wardens suggested to Whi·tington that if he 
admit theirright to be consul ted, they would consent; to thE~ 
a 1 t.era ti ons; this was done, and thE~ matter 114 osed., A 
alleging that thE~ cross was placed 
on thE:! altar against the wish€-)S of the wardens, who had been 
d f ~ d b WI • ti ~ V h' ti 115 e ·ea\,e · y mu :. ngl:on s mac 1na · ons .. 
This mole··hill disguised as a mountain was easi 
surmounted, and :tn December 1898, the Bishop could comment on 
113.. ~' March 1896~ p .. 432~ see also Janua.ry 1896, pp.,399-400 
September 1896, pp .. 528-529 .. 
114., April 1896, 4540 
115® ~~' 30 April 1896, p .. 3 .. 
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A leading figure in the disturbances of these years 
was Captain Thomas de Hoghton~ a naval ce:r who had 
at "Winton" :in the Brighton Parlsh~ W:tth him, th(~ 
Church of England was "as by law established'1 with a vengfH:lnce., 
Lacki.ng in any true understanding of history, he claimed that 
thE! revival of traditional .Anglican ±itual was :i.n fact b:ringlng 
in '•nove1Ues 11 hr:anded 10made in Rome". He did not diffe:rentiate 
between High Church and Ri tuaHst~ and described Ritualism as 
"foul with fraud~ deceit~ and falsehood~ and 
since 1835, when Newman first invented i.t 11 o 1 
been so now 
In any di.spute 
on tual 11 his attitude was not the intelligent one of"What 
does it mean?'', but the legalisti.c one of "is it legal ?n., 
He wlshed to end parties in thE~ clmrch$ and create 10one un .. 
divided Church, onE; in doctrine, one in p:ractlce, and onf~ in 
') 
spirit".,<.;, Th:ts narrow outlook was? as shown in th<~ previous 
chapter, the anti-thesis of Montgomery's liberal and tolerant 
~ ck1 Hoghton lacked the ''sav:tng sense of 
humotu:·~~ which Montgomery reqard1~d as so impo:rtant in such disputes, 3 
and insist~1d stron~JlY on h:i.s righteous stance as an infallible 
oracl•:';! and true Engllsh gentleman~ even when ac 
1 .. July 1901, p.,50., 
Ql!;kt~.J:l~V!ii' November 1899, Pe 1147. 
3., 1900 Year Book:ll p .. 56 .. 
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The Blshop 1 s eommlssion gave :its :report on 20 DecembElr. 
Besides revE~aling details of Wisdom's secrE~t mission, and h :ls 
133. M5~!:,g,g~, 9 NovembL'?r 1900, p.3 .. 
134. 14 November 1900, p.3. 
135. ~ December 1900, palOS. 
1:36. B.C., 62, 17 November 1900, C.V.HamlHon/Bp .. 
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intention to be a collea9ue, not a curate, the Gomm:i~>sion 
d:tscoverod that whereas the; • ()eorgr:~ 's wardens understood 
that Smith must obtain tht~ appr'oval of the wardens of the 
parish before he d:ismissed his curate, th and the Sandy 
Buy Wardens ro9arded the agreement to demand consulta on 
only. Minutes of the meeting WE~re not kept, so it was 
. . bl t l . ! l t ~. 1 h d b d . '1 J 137 ' 1mposs1 e o cec1c e w 1a·. exac c y a . een ecaor~v .• 
The Commissioner's Report by a majo:ri ty decision decided 
that Smith had agreed to 9et his warden's consent befoNl 
138 he dism:issed his curate, but Montgomery rej this~ 
Even if this had been aqreed upon, which was debatabl<}, 
it was contrary to ecclesic:lstlcal law., The ba ::, of 
aqreemont between Wisdom and th1!! Canon was thr~ latter's 
first letter to England, which had mad~' no rnent:ton of 
obtaining the wa:rdcCJns 1 consent. He :ruled, theref:o:r.e, 
that Wisdom had the status of an ordinary curate, whose 
Rector could qivG noticE: with the consent of nobody excc,1pt 
th B' ~ 139 e . 1 s11.op. 
thoroughly approved of this Doc:i. on; 
inde(~d, its comments on the St. Gr:;orge 1 s Wardens had to be 
softened by Wbi tington and tho Church Advocate before 
137. B. Co 62, Bp's Commission, pp.l-7e 
138. J.12isz., pp.ll-13. 
139. ..J}?,~,d,, ppo 13-15" 
. 140 publication for fear of a libel su1t. sclom, of course, 
sharply criticized the Deci 
denying any secret commi from 
Macartney; "the extracts :from the le!tters \Nhich pass<CJd have 
been arranged in such a way that they give colour to such a 
Wisdom's denial was quite false~ and 
Montgomery published all the correspondence in full. 
In a reply to the Rev~ Reginald Co1lisson~s attack 
on the attempt of ftA lLatter Day Dani(:;.J,I~ to depose the shop, 
W:i.sdom lared that his efforts to undermine the work of the 
Bishop, Dean, and Archdeacon were deliberate, as their 
influence was "inimical in many fundamental points to the 
interests of Christ's Kingdom, the salvation of souls, and 
l I 11-b ,, ' f Ch h'"' 144 a so to tne we . c::t ng o our urc e Six days 
this was published, sdom asked Montgomery for a GerH':!ral 
Licence at the explrat:lon of his licence as Curate at St., 
G I I 145 leorqe s. When this was refus ~ he asked for Montgomery 0s 
reasons; thE? st.~ wer() not g:l ven, though Montgomery hoped "th 
1 1 ' t bJ k w~.11 be- fclund f·or y<)U 11 • 146 e sevnere su1· a .e wor · • · 
140.. BQ c. 62, 10 January 1901, J.Oberlin-Harris/Rp. 
141. , January 1901, pp.l21-123. 
icl2. 29 December 1900, p.2. 
143. , 28 December 1900, p.3. 
144. January 1901, p.124. 
145. B. c. 62, 22 January 1901, H.C. Wlsdom/Bp. 
146. Bp's L.B. ~ p.408, 30 January 1901, Bp/H.C.Wisdom. 
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The Ste Geor9£:1 1 ::> Wardens were not satisfied by 
the Bishop 1 s Commission, and on 23 January 1901 asked for 
an investigation of the charges against 
Montgomery repli that he knew nothing of the charges, 
though Viii sdorn could sti .ll appeal; ''but I cannot help re-
ma1'kin9 that he might have made thE'J appeal earl 1.48 
This was read to the annual meeting of tho St. Geor9e 's 
par:i.shloners on Sanuary, but sdom still :refused to 
appeal, and Thomas Westbrook 1 S motion that he do so was 
refusing to say wht~the:r he had 
charged Wlsdom with n~:9lect, th,::111 said thut he could sub-
stant:tate ~::uch a charqe lllibef ore any le9al1 y constituted 
tribunal (Sensation~" Motions were passed condemning 
',1' d . d. . l J ~ ' ,j. • • 149 ll ~~:1s ,om's 1sm1ssa , anu c"ernan<nng an 1nqu:.ry@ · ~~owever~ 
when this request was made to Montgomery, Wisdom 1 s licl~nce 
had expired, and the B:tshop had no jurisdiction ov~~r him; 
1 t f . '11 150 <Hl appt~a , was 'blerc! ore 1mposs1 J e@ 
The only course left open to the parishioners 
was an appeal to Synod, and thb was made on 15 Febr·uary$ 
The movers of th(~ motion stressed that they repJ~e~;ented 
147@ 136 c.. 62, 23 Jcmuary 1901, J@ II ami it on & J. E. Par k/Bp., 
148., Bp's ,L.B., pp.404~406, 2f3January1901, Bp/St.George's Wardens. 
149. I~§El:l!l~aQ,Ji~"~vs, 30 January 1901, p. 2. 
150.. Bp 's L.B., P• 409, 1 February l90ib, Bp/St.Goergt~ 's vVardens. 
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th0:l parishioners, not Wisdom, whose reinstatement they cUd 
not desire. They wanted an enquiry into the expediency, not 
the legality~ of Wisdom's dismissal~ and, aftElr a lengthy 
debate~ Synod approved this by a majority o:f four votes out 
of seventy-four cast. Mont9omery, at Synod's :request, 
appointed the Cornmi ttee of Enquiry0 
Before the Committee sat, 1tllisdom appealeld to the 
Primate agalnst Montgomery's ~~unconstitutional and unjust" 
15" Th(:J Archbishop snubbed him, ,, and his Domestic 
Chaplain commented to Montgomery tbat 1111there seems to be no 
end to sdomJ I am sorry for aU the trouble and anrwyance 
. t .,_ ot 154 1 mus '· causE-} you • Wisdom therefore had to pin his 
hopes on tho Commlttee of Eqquiry, which, after a fruitless 
att(:1mpt to ar:range a private compromise, began its hearings 
on 12 March .. 
At these hearings, both Smith and the Parish:i.oners 
were represented by legal counsel, and sdom was ~;rtven the 
evm1 de.livc~ring a final summing-up. Most of Smith 1 S charges 
fell down in cross~examination, his case being damaged by hls 
151. C:tll:liii§!Jl.Ji~<l~.si, February 1901, ppel33~134, pp.l38-144. 
B. Co 62, 5 March 1901, H.C.Wisdom/Primate. 
153. D. c. 62, 12 March 1901, H. Smith/Wisdom. 
154. , H$ S. §mi th/Bp. 
vagueness, and even del:tberate misrepresentation of the facts. 
After attemptlng to <::!Vade the lssue, he dEmlt::!d consulting 
' . . ' . 1!55 othe:e clergy before <hsm:tsslng 11f1sdom. W:tsdom 's perform.:mce 
unde:r cross-examination was more arrogant and straight .. forwa1·d. 
He admitted re~fusi ng to obey some of Smith's wishes, either 
He km:!w Smith was responsible for comments in the ~S&,m;:g, yet 
del:ibt1:t'ately opposed his views ln this papr~r.. Becaus~) he was 
not doing the work of previ('>IJS curates~ ht1l told the Warden~; 
that he was w:Uling to res:tgn; howev~~r, he did not hdl Smith 
th:ts in case th•:l of 
After nearly three weeks of delibe.ration, the 
Commi decided that Smith's charges of negl~Jct of par:tsh 
work were not sufficient casu~~ for dismissal~ but that othe:t• 
accumulated to mak<~ dis-
missal jlH3H i~ble., There was no reflection on Wisdom's 
character as a zealous priest, but both he and Smith displayed 
157 
a want of tact and judgmEmt* · MontgomE!ry refused comment 
115f3 
on this Report!! and 1alltt.~ 
155o lUr!l.$llll!Ml..!i§!Y.iih 19 March 1901, P~~> 2o 
156., ~lslui:fUlJ~!i'llf:,b 23 March 1901, p .. 3e 
157~ ~~~l.~!i1f.'ili~ May 1901~ pp$24-25o 
158. ~~i? p025e 
Ste Georgevs 9raduall.y st7ttled back to normal, but 
t'~choes of the controversy continued: Smith objected vlSjorousl y 
in January 1902 to the offertory revenue bein9 used to pay 
1 1 b ~ lf f ,... d 160 .. e9a expen$eS on e11a : o. VVJ. s om. Montgomory told Sni th 
in Au9ust 1901 that he must prepare to r·esign: '~'for th~~ good 
of thE! Church I see no other point of viewl' He asked Smith 
t t b 11~I h f l t b J, tl '.C L II 161 no· ·o e angry: ave :ougr. your ac,.es 1.1: any man 11as" 
Wisdom app.roved of this resignation: after all, St. Geor9e! s 
could do much ''i:f only a man after the Lord's own mind be 
d ll 162 secure • But before the details of his resignation were 
finalized~ Smith died in April 1902e 
The 1901 Synod saw other controv~:rsies besides Wisdom 1 s 
dlsrni ssal. The Bishop v s Addr~)ss contained an important change 
in his policy on new clergy~ resulting from the painful lessons 
taught by Wisdom. 11I'Jotbing could induce m~'l to pE0rmit any 
alteration" in Goerge's status as an Evangelical parish, 
he declared, but to keep tlH3 pc0ace he had to rGversr:;! his earUer 
policy of allowing anybody to come to Tasmania no matter how 
different their v:tews were from his own$ 
l~59G 
LQ<). 
161. 
162. 
"Those were quieter timc;;ls 1', and he would no lon9<J1' admit 
exi.:remists. 11 Nor shall any clergy;nan carry my license, if 
I can help i. t, who intrudes himself, unbidden and unwelcom<~? 
II 
into his brethren's parishes o But thi.s freedom from 
inte:cfe:rence accompanied his determination to protect 
congregations from new and unpopular :d tual. !·:le concluded 
his remarks by regrE~tt:tng that party strife brought to the 
fore "some of the least desirabh~ men, i9norant and reckless", 
who used the dishonest tactics of flingi.ng imprecise epithots 
, . b k f 16 ~3 l ' fid ' t d ana quot1ng oo ,s out cY context. Tns n arE?ss <:tmoun ·e to 
a statement that he intended to be the Bishop of a party, the 
' d 164 proclalme .• 
The most :important motion at the 1901. Synod, proposed 
by Captain de Hoghton~ was that ~*in tht~ opinion of Synod some 
of the teaching of the nsisters of the Church" at the Coll<~giate 
School~ Hobart, ls opposed to the doctrlne and practices of the 
Chu:rch of Ehgland 11 • 165 This motton out of of arose years 
app:reJ·Hmsion from Evangc)Ucals of the Catholic tEmdencies of 
tho Sisters. Only after a fic~rce debate rUd the 18B7 Synod 
approve thH introduction of Sisterhoods, and the immediate 
r<~sult of this deci on was the withdrawal of support fo:t' the 
C h f . . t j'' 1' 1 166 ~hurc rom tho more 1ntrawngen :vange 1ca s. 
163. 1901 Yeai' Book, ppe 25-26. 
164. April 1901, p.18~ 
165. 1901 Year Book, p.37~ 
166. See B.C. 53, Letters dated 5 i'vlay 1887-21 May 1887. 
When the Si arrived in 1892 th~~ requost of 
somEJ of thfl clergy, i" t was a matter of some importance tha·f; 
the ecclestastical hierarchy should not appear to control 
them. Th~~y had estabLished ·thEdr school wh:l Montgomery 
was in MelanE~sia~ and of h:ls first taLk with th<o~m, the Siste:rs 
recorded the important principle~;; which guided 
ship., 11H1~ was most kind~ thought we were most wlsi~ in commenc-
ing work without Diocesan support, it made it so much eas.ier 
for Bp: he considered ther<:l was a great work before us in 
Hellgi.ous edw:.:ation .. .,.bu1~ advised us to us•2 commonsense & 
prudence especially in the commencement 11 .. 167 In 1889, 
Montgomery explained more expllci tly his policy on the Community .. 
mLH!>t as Bishop stand outsidt~ it altogether® You have 
years been building you:t.' community without very defini i:e 
Episcopal control", and he wished this to conUnuee No 
:r:es'l::.:r.ictlons were laid upon thihi:r. style of WOl'ship, ~~bQ':t I 
do not want to know .=.;;;.:::.:::;.a.~• .. .-~~·"" what you do as re9a:r.ds the 
Profession of your Sistersu .. . 168 This left both partLes free .. 
To the general public, the relations of th~) Sisters 
to the Church was puzzling~ though on thE~ surface l t appeared 
very close.. The Bishop was Visitor of tht.~ School, it was 
167. Hobart Centre Journal, 1892-1903, 17 D<~cember 1892., 
168~ 123, 13 January 1899, Bp/S:tster May., 
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publicly comnwnded by the Dean and ~'Jllitington, and leading 
clergy conducted examinations there. Also, when the School 
was in financial straits, MontqomE::ry considerable 
financial help, and thc0 School became virtually d:iocesan 
property. Though Montgom.e:ry was too wary to be officially 
ln charge of the Sisters, the latter promtsed publicly that 
in doctrinal disputes they would ab:tde by his declsion, and 
gi.vt~ him 11 comp1Hte and loyal obedience" :in ~mch ma 169 s~ 
April 1899 saw the conversion of l\llisses Carter and 
Gray to Roman CathoH sm; they had both bec:ln te<~cho:rs at 
170 This caust.~d di squ:tet, expressed a:t: Synod, 
and rumour had it that the Sisters intended to go the same 
way~ To disprove this, Sister Phyllis and one of her teachors 
attended the CoM.S.Centenary gathering, as they thought their 
presence at such an Evangelical gathering would give the 
J• t 'l' 171 <•lrec· . 1.e. Tbe stel'S 1 Journal report~c:d that '1sevoral 
people have made themselves bu~>Y in advising parents to 
172 
remove th~:lr children". -
Opposi on to the school increased :tn 1900. In July, 
the Sisters complaim~d of attempts to injure the School. 173 
169. Qh1!;£gb.)J~~y§., October 1896, p.540. 
no. ~hn;:g,t4:E.Y.~ 1.9 Apr:il 1899~ p.4. 
171. Hobal't Centre Journal, 1892-1903, 15 April 1899. 
172. .It:lt£e 
173. The Hobart Higher Grade School Log Book, 1892-1901, 
23 July 1900 .. 
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As a result, the sters spent considerable time vi ting 
to counteract the ect of 11 a tiresome little Curate of 
the Kensj. t type 11 w namely H. C, Wisdom$ saw one Moth<:1r 
yesterday ~1o had had quite a battle because she would not 
174 take her little gi:rl away from us 1~w In September, the 
Bishop :interfered strongly on their gehalf, :inforrrdng Banks 
Smith that Wisdom had succ<~eded ln withdrawin9 a chi.ld from 
the School, an acUon for wh:i.ch Smith was ultimately 
''- 1 I r t d tl t 1 1 t' ' t. t t. t k 175 J;espomnl) e~ ·,e susmes e 1a·, . ega ac ·1on m1gu· oe · a en~ 
:i.ncUrectl y countered W:tsdom 1 s underhand methods 
by publ ng Collegiate's success, claim:i.n9 that it had 
176 the support of "all good church people"~ The Bishop at 
Collegiate's prj.ze-giv:ln9 in December thanked God for the 
work of the School. 
In the week of Rebruary 1901 ~ dl3 Hoghton 
informed the ters of s motion for Synod. The B:i.shop, 
Dean and 't\l'chdeacon consul tod w:i. th the , and Kite was 
appointed to ansvwr the motion. 11'Severa1 n tee~ letters hav(~ 
be(m ved from parents speaking of their dlsSJust - the 
children are all up in arms - the Sisters take no notice", 
174.. Hobart Centre ~Tournal, 1892~1903, 28 July 1900. 
1 B. C@ 62, 25 September 1900, Bp./G.B. Smith. 
176. ,Q.b~~:~!:L!:f£vy§_, November 1900, p.l73 .. 
177, January, 1901, p.S. 
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. 178 they chromcleda So was ushered in an extrem<:1ly fiery 
debate. Montgomery foreshadowed the part he was to play by 
warnin9 in his Synod Address that Synod was "not a judicial 
tribunal of theological experts to decide questions of doctrine 
or tual 11 • It was not qualified fen: this~ and though it might 
discuss such matters, :tt could not vote on them0 'ti should be 
sorry if Synod failed to recognize its limitations, and so should 
make itself r·idiculous 10 • His nal remark had morr:! than a hint 
of a command: ~~rlO dec:ision ••• will be! recorded" on 
clearly outside Synod 9 s domain. 1 
Immediately after de Hoghton proposed his motion, 
Hev. R~9inald Gollisson, whose two girls attended the School, 
rose to a point of order. As it was a private school, he 
a:r9ued that Synod had no ju:r.isdictlon ovr.~r :1 t; th~) Chancellor 
of the DiocesE! and ttH~ Church Advocate, both prominEmt lawyers, 
agreed. ,After all, the:! latter argued, Synod was not an 
Inqui t:ton, the sters could not reply to criticism there, 
a vote could not be enforced, and, in any case, a proper 
tribunal for charges of heresy ~"xisted. 180 After this legal 
opinion 9 Mont9omery ruled that Synod was not competent to 
deal with doctrine, ri tua1, or discipline except through its 
178. Hobart Centre JouDnal, 1892-1903, 8 February 1901. 
179. 1901 Year Book, p~28. 
180. February, 1901, p .. 130. 
special tribunal. De Ho9hton disputed this ruling t~on the 
ground that it prevents my goin9 forwa:rd with this moti.on 
(L .1 1 ht )'& 181 ouc~ .,aug er .. The argument advanced by the Evan-
gellcals was th<lt 
i.t could stato its opposition to wrong teachinge The opposing 
argument was that Synod had no jurisdiction over people who 
were not officers of the church, and that it was not a suit-
able place to discuss a question which involved thE~ examining 
of witnesses on oath and r:t qld thcwloqi cal exactitude .. 
:fhls debate spread over two days.. On the :i.nterven:lng 
night, the Dean asked Slster Phy.llis to write to the Bishop 
appealing for an enquiry de Hoghton's charges, thus going 
I . , d 1B2 over 11 s n(~a • De Hoghton was informed of this by a friend, 
and next morning told Mont9omery that he would prE~fer to accuse 
~ 183 the Sisters :face=to-face at such an inquiry than in bynod. 
In fact, after speak:ln9 with the Bishop, he thou9ht of w:i.t:.h-
drawing his motion, but decided a9ainst thls because the 
Bishop's ruling would pre'Uent a further motion he had :l.n 
J' 184 reac .ness~ Th(;:! motion against Mont9ornery's rulin9 was lost 
H35 by nine votes to sixty-six, only .laymen voted against the Bishop. 
l8le ~.fJJ-51• 
182. Hobart Cent:rc0 Journal, 1892-1903, 14 February 1899~ 
183$ Qhr.t§ti9llJi~9..Q:tc:J i. April 1901, P0 3. 
l84e , February 1901, p.,13le 
185. 1!2:19 
So strongly did he feel that Synod should not discuss such 
a motion~ Montgomery was prepared to have adjourned Synod 
and gone to Australia to consult his fellow Bishops his 
ruling had been rejectedo HJ6 
Imnwdiatel y after this OV~Clrwhelming vindication 
of h:is ruling, Montgomery, by leave of Synod, read Sister 
Phyllis' letter. This letter, greeted with loud applause, 
said that as the Synod debate was "calculated to seriously 
injure thE~ school by shaking public confidence :ln it 11 , they 
J • ,j • ' l8t1 c~esl:rer..l an 1nqu1ry. The Bishop assented to the request, 
to de Hoghton 1 s d(:'11ight, for the latter imag:i.ned that he 
could then accuse the sters face to face, Rand God defend 
th . ht ,,,188 · e r1g ·• hoped 
th t ,J ll ht 1' b . ' d t th c . . 189 a oe ·og ··on wou a e appolnY;e "O : e omm1ss1on. 
However, tviontgome:ry had no intent:i.on of makin9 it a soundinrr 
board for de Hoghton, and appointed three? clergy of th(~olog·· 
ical expertise; Oberlin-Harris, Bucknell~ and E. r. Bowell. 
The :f:irst two were the Bishop's Examining Chaplains. 
Montgomery arranged that all the investigations of the 
Commission were to be conducted in wr:iting; this would lElad 
186.. H.H.Montgomery, , p. 16A. 
187$ I'llmG'~Di~flJ:l2.'£:L~' E) February 1901, p.3. 
1B8. 
189. 
February 1901, p.l32. 
February 1901, p.2. 
to ex~~cti tude in definition, and prevent de Hoghton cross-
examining the Sisters, which Montqorncn~y fc~lt was not the 
190 
way to treat thorn@ H.eport was to be published 
:immed:i.atel y, without its being first 191 to the Bishop.· 
De Ho9hton was not in the least satisfied, as all 
three Commissioners were of a school of thought he opposed, 
and he suggested some Evangelical clergy and laity that 
should be~ included in the Commission. Certainly the 
Commission had no doubts of the loyalty of the Sister~>' 
teaching before they started thEdr invesUgati.ons, 193but~ 
as Montgomery reminded de Hoghton, the~ matt<~r had to be 
decided by the most quali ed judges, and these had becm 
appointed. In any case, de Hoghton was quite free to 
HowcNc:~r, de Hoghton desired a pubUc (~nquLry, with the right 
personally to cross-examine the sters, and refused to give 
his char9es to Montgomery's Comm:lss:ton. Instead, he visited 
Collegiate to tackle the Sisters i.n person; they declined to 
l ' l . l th B. ~ I • • t ' J 195 see um wu. e · .c'i 1 S110p s 1nqu1ry con·::~. nuec.~. 
February 1901, Oberl:in-Hnrri s. 
191~ B.C. 53, 19 February 1901, Bp/S.Bucknell. 
192. B.C. 53, 18 February 1901, T. de Hoghton/Bp. 
193.. l3.C.53, 19 Fobruary 1901, J.Oberlin-Harris/S.Bucknell 
21. February 1901 ~ E. T .Jlowell/S.Bucknell. 
194. B.C. ~)3~ 23 February 1901, Bp/T.de Hoghton. 
B .. C. 53, 27 February 1901~ 
Investtgrxtions we:re delayed :for a month while 
Montgomery waited for de Hor,;~hton's charqes to be made public, 
but he f:i na ll y as kE)(:l the Commi on to investigat<~ the teaGh-
ing given at Collegiate without de Hoghton 1 s charges before 
They :reported that no false doctr:i.n(') was taught; 
on thr; contrary, the teaching was full of warni,ngs a9ainst 
un-Angl:tcan doctri.nes.. It c:ri ticizG•d de Hoghton 's r(~fusal 
197 to formulate his cha:rsJes, as did the Bishop in his Deci. on~ 
Tb,e 1 atte:r had :r(:~ad the Repo~ct with 'egenulne pleasu:reu, though 
11 I nf:wer expected any othor result 11 • He conclud<~d that "I 
tru that the school wi11 obtain :increased support from our 
peopl eu, and that "the Church generally will show g:rati tude 
198 in a practical manner". 
This Report was redeived with mixed feelings. The 
Sisters regarded it as "most flattering to the T~~ar::hing and 
a great comfort", and reported that ''several parents called 
to express their pleasure at the result also some nice letters 
. d" 199 were :rec~n ve 0 l'it!W~ was of course delight~~d with 
196. B.C. 53, 11 March 1901, Bp/S.Bucknell. 
197. S2tnJI,.£~!LNt~VI[,§., April 1901, pp.57-58& 
l9t30 11:119., p. 58. 
199. Hobart CentrE: Journal, 1892-1903, 25 March 1901~ 
200. Q~L!i~' April 1901, p.55. 
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that, as the Bishop had approved the Sisters and the 
Commission, all three would stand or fall together; he would 
show publ:tc1 y that he had truth on his 201 
ent:ire.ly agrood with this intention to ask the public 
to adjudicate, if thrc) Bishop alone so ,it would leave 
the decision to the "archoffender", who "subverts the Truth 
.c G' n~ 202 o~, oa • 
On 11 Apri 1, d,e Hoghton duly delivc:n'ed s address 
at the Town Hall~ It was nE)cess:tty which drove him to speak 
there, he claimt?d, for the 1 ty were muzzled in Synod; he~ 
ignored the fact th<:lt; lalty had overwhelmingly voted to 
be 11muzzled". He gave full c:J(jtails of his objections to the 
Conuni on, then launched into his charges. Unfortunately, 
he was vagtH? on two important mat,h~rs; he only surmised that 
the Church authorities had asked thE~ Sisters to cone to 
Tasmania, and his statmnent that 1~it is recommc:nded, I think, 
by these Sisters~ th<~t children of the ago of seven shall 
203 
actually go to confession to a priestn~ had a distinctly 
feeble ringe Nor was his logic helped by quotin9 details of 
excesses by the Sisters' English equivalents. However, he 
made his other charges of Romish errors convincing to his 
0 1 l 
' 
p® 
2020 Christian Record, March 1901, p.l45~ 
l~afl\•l~,<~$,·_m~!lliYJ:~,l,~Q.>"'-'Il~~MiW'~ 
203 .. A,prll 1901~ p$5 .. 
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and whcm at the 
"conscious of the purl ty and justict~ of my cause~~, be had 
played the part of '~an honest and true mann, he was 1oudl y 
1 d d 204 app au ... e ~ Only one scc:1ptlc voted agalnst a motion that 
the chc:.:rges had been proved. 
Bucknell immediately corrected the Captain 9 s state-
205 
ments, and charged hlm with falsifying the facts; Collisson 
1 ' t' ' d I . ' t f 206 a. so cr1· 1c1ze 11s 1n·er·erence. De Hoghton replied that 
it was his duty to c,~xpo~>e false teaching and made sar 
. 207 
comments about the Bishop 0 r; :relat:tons vvith CollElglate, 
obj(;~cted strongly to thesH jocular remarks about 
the~ Bishop; to hold him up to rid~tcu1e was "an unparclonablE:1 
offence 11 , and 1*we are constralned to bes~3ech the gallant captain 
to remember his mann<O!rs 11 G It also explained the composition of 
thc-:l Commi on, and pointed out that by c:riti zing them 
de Hoghtcm was claiming to be il bE~tter judge of theological 
capacity than Montgomery. This '~may be eminently satisfactory 
to trHi:! Captain, but will scarcely commend itsolf to an 
intelligent outside observer". Nor were they of the onEl party. 
However, the admitted the Evangelical charge that Collegiate 
1 1 901 ~ p.9. 
2.050 1901, p.5. 
206. 20 ,April 1901, p. ~). 
207. 23 Apr:il 1901, p.3. 
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was more than a pTivate school, tho support given it by the 
1 ~' 1 "' ' I ' j • • 1 • d • 2.08 ecc as't.l.Ca c.Hgn:vl:aru::s ma ,an9 :J:c 1n somE:) sEmse .lOCt'l~Jan. 
During IV!ay, a writing tablo. was prosEmt.ed to the 
Sistc~rs by the parents of CollE~fJ:l girls in gratitude for 
their work .. Speeches were made in praise of their loyalty. 209 
that 11Very little 
value" was to be placed on this presentation; 1t was sure a 
plebi.sci te of Jl,nglicans in Tasmania would 9iVEJ a verdict 
a9alnst the work of tht? Sistf~rs. It roc:;r(~tted that some 
par~:nts were 11 "so misled by the Homanising cl(!rgy as to 
support this school 11 , and charged the sters with desiring 
thE~ Conf<~ssional "in general practice in Tasmanian homes 11 @ 210 
However, these prepos<t~rou:> fulminations wer(~ almost the last, 
and th<:: School henceforth prospered in peace0 When in Septl~mber 
ster Phyllis wrote:: th<'Jt : 'hve are all very sad at losing our 
' r:\ II 211 h l 'J ' t /\ t l th qooa 1 ... p , s e 1ac. c:~ooa. cause, as · o ; on :.gomer·y was oue · e 
suc<.~essful fourtdatlon and cont:lnuation Co1le9lat(:. 
!he Bishop 1 ~; rulin9 during the ster 1 s dobate 
Synod was not competEmt to di~;cuss ritual, doctrine, or 
20EJQ 
209$ 
2.1J .• Centre 
1901, p.7L 
1901, P• 
Juno 1 ~ p. 
3 1892~1903, 7 
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to 1 enc<: 1 ty~ :t th(~ fact t 
tshop had Gxpres ly ta l:o one 
valuablo on d:i. ons the 
wl had roported this statement. 
i'Jiontgomery us basic stand-point was that one small Diocese 
1 l I~ l • d tt. d t ' f th L 1 " } • C • 215 cou c ncr.:: cec:~. e "'11E~ oc·ruw o ·,~e W1l0 e Ang.lcan A)fl1ll11.H1lon. 
The most amusing debate at the 1901 Synod arose out 
of yet another of Hoghtcm 0s motions. This askod the Bishop 
to instruct a c:hlr9ym<Hl i.nclucted to a parish to read the 39 
Articles in every church ln his fir£rt day there, and then 
publi give assent to them. TMs was th~:; fln91i.sh cur~tom~ 
but had nev~~r been introducf~d to Tasmania. Archdeacon 
Hales w.rote that these Articlf.ss had "no claim to be caJ.led 
essential to a Church's exist(~nce 11 , 216but hls fellow J::van·· 
gelicals ba<;ed th~3ir arguments on them, and the principal need 
was 
for this public tation,An de Hoghton 's words, that many 
of the la:i. ty t'did not know that cEl:rtain of the clergy had 
assEmted" to them. 217 The clergy said that they would :read 
the cles H they thou9ht it would b(l beneficial, but 
stressed their somnolent effects. Several of the laity agreed 
:?.15. HHMontgomery, 
216. (Melbourne, 1899 )p.l5L 
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with this~ and it was obvious from the levity of debatt) 
that tho majority of Synod found the sug9estion absurd~ 
Before tho vote was taken, Nlontgomery hinted that he mi9ht 
use his power of VGto. 8 The voti. showed that the laity 
werE~ far more d.i vid.fKl on the question than the c1er9y, who 
voted thirty to fou:r.'teen in favour of readi.ng the 1\rt:i.cles; 
·t~1e la~ ·ty vo 4:'~cJ. t nt · t t t · f 219 1 _ .J.. • ~-" ·.we~ y··s1x ··o werY y-one 111 ·avour. 
i.ssued a statement that the r~:ading of 
the A.xti.cles was an inflict:ton on a congrE1gat:i.on~ and only 
if it requestE::d thorn should they bEl read, alon9 with any 
unfamiliar part of the PrayEJ:r Book. 220 As was to bEl 
c:lxpected., the humorous aspects of reading the Articles 
t J: 1 f tt k• th 1 t' 1 tJ 1 2210 ·o ?e mere y a veneer ·or a ·ac 'lng · e .Ar 1c es ·. 1EHnse .. ves. 
Other Evangelical motions at Synod were equally 
unsucc(~ssful® Alfred Grecm mov(~d that the Book Depot be 
disbandE-)d, for hrc), with the rest of his party, regarded it 
to be dangerous! y biased in its choic(~ of books., However, 
he withdrew his motion, t~ applause. 222 Captain de Hoghton 
2180 Ik:Lc!, p.l30@ 
219. lt21~3. 
220. , ;April 1901, p.56. 
221. March 1901, p.l!:;O~ 
222. February 1901, p.l26. 
asked :for a Commi ttce to investl9ate the") Blshop us role 
:in Synod, allE:1~~ing that the Bishop's comments put pressure 
on the clergyo t . 1 t 223 s mo_J,on was o~r·e In fact, 
iviont9omery spokE~ very rarely~ and, as he told de Hoghton 
when the la tte1' had approached him privately on thEl subject 
in January~ "it would. be as reasonable to muzzle thH Clorgy 
the Laity in Synod to muzzle the~ Bishop". 224 or as 
De Hoghton "s motion condemning aruicular confession and 
prayers for the d.ead was ruled out of order; the Captain 
therdore gave his proposed address on this subject at the 
Town Hall on 11 April., 
aroused by thE~ 'Sister's Commission, that Montgomc~ry subve:u·ted 
22'-the T:ruth of God,- .. ::>was that the Di.ocesian Book Depot Committee 
unanimously decided on 24 !vlay that they could no longer aid 
and abet such "libellous disloyalty", and banned thE~ of 
The 1901 Synod had witnessed u great onslau9ht on 
the ofH al policy of toleration, but it had fai lede The 
p.l33. 
224. Bp's LeB., p.407, :30 Janu.:1ry 1901, Bp/f.de!Ioghton~ 
225. , March 1901, p.l45. 
Gl21l;F.91:LJJS:XY..§' June 1901, p.93, and·""'''''"''""· .. ""'"'"'"·~'-'''-... ;: .. :: ... ",""'·'"·"''""~' July 1901. 
P• 
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sters had bet'?n tr:i.umphantl y exonerated, sdom's dismissal 
wa.~> shown to be reasonable :if unusual, and Synod overwhE:lm-
ingl y supportt'ld the Bishop's stand against making it a party 
anma and Inquisition. From rnid=190l onwards, the Evan9el:i.ca.l 
movement slowly subsided. While it still lasted, its 
orCJan:lzers could boast of giving the Bishop a permanent feeling 
f . J 227 o amaecy. In spHe of loud claims that they had the 
support of the vast majority of the laity, the laity in Synod 
were strongly against rabid Evangelism, and the laity in 
general did not give the financial support so confidently 
expected. A g:ift of £ll5 from St. George ~s :i.n August 1901 
th 1 t \,r· .1 . • , 2.28 was· e as. 1,1soom rece1vea • 
. Qb.!:l.±~Sl"L.N.Q}X~L. helped the puncturing of the Evangel:i.cal 
balloon by bEiginning a serles of educational cles in May 
1901 explainin(J Anglican doctrine on controversial top:lcs. 
part:lcularl y at thE~ time of Montgomery v s vacation of the See, 
ind:lcated the chagrin t by :t ts tor athis failure. 
The contr<H:>ted Montgomery's performance unf a'lljourabl y 
I '! 1 . d .1 • d 1 ,, 229 
'>Ni th Wi sdorn s · ternpf~ratc~, wel -consl erec, actions an anguag!::"! • 
228. 
229. 
March 1901, p.48. 
August 1901, ppa58-59. 
.;:-~•~~.cc .. )~.lr,;,.,.o;;.:·.:..,.;,,;;;..:::...;::;..<.:'~, September 1901, Pe 70. 
)01 
It produced the extraordinary charge that Montqomc~ry made 
230 
an "a:rroc;ant claim to almost unbounded vem~ration and authority". 
Evc~n a non -{;hr:i protested in the press against such 
. :t f 1 ~. 231 spl e ·u commcml:s~ 
claimed to striV(;) always 'uwhen it is cons:i.stent with 
honesty and cornmonsEmse to make excuses" for tbe tua 1:i 
However, loyalty to a H:i.tualistic Bis;hop was "disloyalty to 
our Lord and '!> 233 our· • 
Wisdom made one last attempt to rally supporHor 
his cause@ During March and April 1901~ he beqan giving 
lecb.u·es in country stric:ts, arousing disputes amongst 
Anglicans and del:tqht amongst Nonconformi Early in 1902, 
a as of country addresses were arranged with Canon Berry 
of the Mc~lbourne ocese. Wisdom confined hi.s work to the 
11ritualist 11 parishes, intruding w:U:.hout the approval of the 
local prtest. The Bishop of Melbourne sympathized with the 
opposition to Berry's lectures, but refused to inhibit him1 
Shi ngton~ Administrator till Bishop Mc~rcE~r r'3placed 
230o February 1902, p~l32. 
23L I:ig;:r:cur,y, 26 August 1901, p. 3. 
232. September 1901, p.73. 
233. December 1901, p.102. 
234, QhYI£ll.J~t:l~' May 1902, p.so. 
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' 235 Montgomery, had no powo;c to :tnterfere. Oppo~;:i,tion to thG 
1 (::Jctures was CJOneral, Banks Smith refusing pE):rmi on for 
Canon Berry to preach st St. George' even thc1 secula:r. 
press gave reports antagoni c to sdom's crusade. The 
latte:t' hinted darkly that thts was due to pressure, or 
brain-washed journalists. 
deta:i.ls of ~Vtsdom 1 s return to England. This was to be only 
temporary, while he collectf3d books and sympathy, as well as 
one or two '!lf~arnt}st ChrisUan men''~ for the 6olportaqe 
As~wdatj.on. He hoped to return tn ~;j,x months, during whtch 
time the work wou be car.ried on by others. Wisdom left 
with no Letters Testimonial. A priest entering a new Diocese 
was required to bJ~in9 sueh Letters gned by three Incumb1Slnts 
of his old Diocese, affirming that their bearer had never 
violated the doctrine or discipl:tn'~ of Uu~ Church of England. 
Althou9h Wisdom publicly announced that he would send his 
letters to any priost wDling to 239 gn them, not one pr:test 
235. Bp's L.B. ~ p.490, 3 March 1902, F .. T$Wh:iUn9ton/A.J .. Greenwood. 
236. Bp 's L.B. p@491, 3 March 190~2, G.B. Srni th/FlT. WhH:tngton. 
237. 
238. 
239. 
May 1902, p.9 .. 
f·.1ay 1902, p.16. 
August 1901, pp.65-66. 
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:tn Tasmania would obJ.i~Je. Arthur Cass, his only clerical 
suppo:rter after 's dc~ath :ln Soptt~mbor 1901, could not 
sign them, as ho was not an IncumbEHrt. HcJ had earlior 
claim~~d that the Bishop's influence preverrted the si9nln9 
of hls Leti:ers, 240and that the cler9y would si9n them if 
h 1 "j'' • 241. t b tl l _, ' t e .asmarna, bu: o· 1 c 1<'lrgElS Wf~re p:roveu. :Lneorrec ·• 
In fact, some of sdom ':s supporters tr:ied to encourage 
Evangel c1er(Jy to qn sdom us Letters by telling them, 
:lnco:rrectl that Montgomery wislu')d them s:i.gned. 242 
to have.,! the:! signed were 
unsuccessful. Wisdom tried to qet the reason fo:r this 
refu to si9n his Letters from some of tht~ 1 ng clc~rgy; 
Bucknell obliged, WhH:inoton J~efused, and Flnnis 1 only commEmt 
th t '•fti h ~ b J d t • ,, t t I' 244 was ·· a· · .. ave ncn, e(m as <e · o s1gn your Le · ers · ~ 
after its June i s~:;ue a final vi tri c assault on 
Montgomery and the Tasmanlan Church in all Hs a 
240. , April 1901, p. 
241. , Septembc~:r 1901, p. 70. 
242. Bp's L.B. p.413, 11 March 1901, Bp/Hore. 
243. St. George's Minute Book, 1896-1931, p.36, May 1901. 
and P0 37, 31 i'v1ay 1901. 
July 1902, p.l06. 
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appeared again. Its final word on the Church of England was 
that th(':! real c<~use of al1 the troublfJ was that 11unconverted 
Bishops na·turally have made no effort to save us from an 
unconverted 
On landin9 in England, Montgomery was askf~d if there 
had been any ritual troubles in tral:ta; be r(::!plied. that 
slighted, wrote that '~when the Bishop's sens~1 of what 
const:i.tutes a truthful, straightforward rep:resenta tion of 
facts had become so warp~?d by HituaHsm~ tru~ moral condi tlon 
of the cUoceso can no longer be wondered at~o 246 Howeve:r, :in 
reality the Evangelical upsurge was a passinq phase, conducted 
by a few fanatics afraid of events in England~ These fana cs 
had at 1 the v:t:rtue of cons1 stency; Thomas de Hoghton in 
191FJ, :fulm1nating against the clergy suppl 
of England with 11a bastard p:ro·~Homan Church~ founded on guile 
and hypocricy'11 , p:r.oudly boasted that 11 I remain :tn Church matt.~:rs, 
as I was when a boy, and th~1 Church of England ha~:; gone away 
247 that have altered". · 
But for all the intolerance of Hoghton and his 
ends, and their occasional absurdity, they had mana~1t:ld whil<;! 
245. June 1902, p.26. 
246. May 1902, p.l2. 
T. de Hoghton, Is 
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at the height of their inf1u0mce to exploH succ~)ssfully 
th<: g&meral public's :ff:lar of Popery. Tbls did not srupt 
the gerw.ral work of th(? church, but it did qr:tn9 unfavourable 
publ ty to the~ leading ecclesiastics, and doubts to many 
ordinary churchmen. Howev<)r, th(~ very excesses of Wisdom, 
and his imrnoral:tty of disputation, meant that general support 
was lost 1 and the upsurge subsided, leaving an occasional 
voice, such as Thomas de Hoghton's, ng in tht~ ~vllderm:ss. 
The events of 1899 to 1901, like those of the 1850 1 s~ cUd 
not r lect favourably on the Evangelicals; ~in the matter 
of 1.Yi.l19. for party purposes ultra-Protestant JE~sui ts cd. 
give t ! h '":) J . t u 248 B. L "il b' t · o ·: e hOman esu1 · .s , .,ls!lop Yle · ner wro ·e 
to J'-i1ontgonun:y, who must have agreed wholetwa:rt(~dly0 
24B. B.C. 54, 12 Nove:nbr~:c 1900~ Bpo'~rlsbane/Bp., 
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.SC?C? dir~ctory 
FL.INDif~ 
Is . 
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DTtiliCTOHY 
1 • HOBART 27. LILYDALE 
2. KINGSTON 28. GEORGETOWN (Dorset 
3. HUON 29. BEACONSFIELD 
4. ESPERANCE 30. LAUNCESTON 
5. SOUTHPORT 31. ST.LEONARDS (Dorset 
6. D'ENTRECASTEAUX 32. FBJU~LIN VILLAGE 
7. NEW TOWN 33. PERTH 
8. GLENORCHY 34. EVANDALE 
g. NEW NORFOLK 35. LONGFORD 
10. MACQUARIE PLAINS 36. CRESSY 
11. HAMILTON 37. CARRICK 
12. BOTHWELL 38. HAGLEY 
13. CLARENCE 39. WESTBURY 
14. RICHMOND 40. DE LORAINE 
15. SORELL 41. SHEFFIELD 
16. BUCKLAND 42. LATROBE 
17. SWANSEA 43. DEVONPORT 
18. BRIGHTON 44. ULVERSTONE 
19. KEMPTON 45. BURNIE 
20. OAT LANDS 46. WARATAH 
21.. CAMPBELL TOWN 47. ROSEBERY 
22. AVOCA 48. DUNDAS 
23. C~LENSWOOD 49. STRAHAN 
24. ST. HELENS 50. QUEENSTOWN 
25. WELDBOROUGH 51. lVIONTGOivlERY 
26. SCOTTSDALE 
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Cllflreh Hauee iiWs., now hel.4 at Chr1.&-t Co.:..J.eaeY Thia 
eons18t8 ot rd.scell &tt8GU Jm~, •• and t.'le f'ol.low:ing 
lettua ·booq. eto. :-
r.tte• 30ok oZ San.Cf:.rori ad kon~ (-.'tcbina•). 
1883-1899 
atshop Z~~,on~•a :.attar .JOOJt. 1896-1902 
Dloceeaa Council Let~ :aootr. 1&e9-1890 
Dl~ Let:teJII' .;OOJc. 1890-189S 
Di.oceean :.etteJ" 3\~ 1895-1t:!i99 
Dloceua :Attar~ 1~::99-1903 
~teee or Church lPro»erQ' let~ JOo~ 1886-1009 
Trustees or Chu:fch i1.'c~ Ie'lt.er ~ 18193-1897 
~'tees or Ch\u'o.h h'o»er_. L.a'tter ::!eclt,t 1897-1901 
~.... oz Ch.tlreh .l?.t-e,p~ l"t.v Lat. tel" .,:.Of3k. 1to.1-1.901' 31abo.P'• SeoJI'IO~·· Le"tter ftlai 1888-1898 
ll10c...,.. CounctU Lettte.r Fila• XX. ~ 1896 
Diocesan Council Le'tte ftle., .XXX. -~~
189& 
Truatees O'Z ~ .Pro;per~ Lett.eP ;rue. JanuaJ7 1892-
J-.1SM 
Dloceeaa Begta .. IV lm4 v 
ColmcU or Chrle't'a oo .. J.ese td.m:de. .~ 1888-1912 
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